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The Rules of Racing
of the
Canberra Racing Club Incorporated

In this Rule Book The Australian Rules of Racing
are preceded by the letters “AR”
(The Australian Rules of Racing are available on website
www.australian-racing.net.au)
The Local Rules of Racing
and are preceded by the letters “LR”
The Rules of Betting
which are part of the Local Rules,
follow the other Local Rules,
and are preceded by the letters “BR”

The Australian Rules of Racing and the Local Rules (including the Rules of Betting),
are to be read, interpreted and construed together, and as so combined shall be and
be known as “The Rules of the Canberra Racing Club Incorporated”.
Any person who takes part in any matter coming within the Rules contained in this
book thereby agrees with the Canberra Racing Club Incorporated to be bound by
them.

________________
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LOCAL RULES
of the
Canberra Racing Club Incorporated
____________
APPLICATION
LR 1.
The Local Rules of the Canberra Racing Club Incorporated. (inclusive of the
Rules of Betting) for the time being and the Australian Rules of Racing for the
time being must be read, interpreted and construed together and as so
combined will be and be known as The Rules of Racing of the Canberra Racing
Club Incorporated and such rules apply to the administration, supervision and
control of racing throughout the Australian Capital Territory.
LR 2.
The Local Rules shall come into operation on the first day of July 2001. Any
other Local Rules of Racing previously in force shall be repealed as from that
day. The provisions of rules 4 and 5 of the Australian Rules of Racing apply
mutatis mutandis to these Local Rules as if the same were expressly
incorporated therein.
LR 3.
Any person who takes part in any matter coming within the Rules of Racing or
to whom the said rules apply, thereby agrees to be bound by them.
LR 4.
The Rules of Betting of the Canberra Racing Club Incorporated for the time
being apply to all bets made and to all disputes relating to bets arising at a
registered meeting.
DEFINITIONS
LR 5.
In the interpretation of the Local Rules (and of any programme of a race
meeting or conditions of a race to which they apply), unless the context
otherwise requires, words defined in Australian Rule 1 have or include the
meanings as set out therein and the following words have or include the
following meanings:
"AR" means Australian Rule of Racing; and "LR" means Local Rule of
Racing of the CRCI, and “BR” means Rule of Betting of the CRCI.
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“Betting auditorium” means premises on a racecourse approved for
betting or wagering on horse races, greyhound races or sports betting
events as constituted by Part 5 of the Race and Sports Bookmaking Act
2001.
“Bookmaker” means any person licensed as such by the ACT Racing and
Gambling Commission and a person acting as a bookmaker’s agent and/or
bookmaker’s remote clerk under the Race and Sports Bookmakers Act 2001.
“Bookmaker’s Agent” means a person authorised under the relevant Act to
conduct, or assist in the conduct of the business of a Bookmaker.
“Commission” means Australian Capital Territory Gambling and Racing
Commission as constituted by the Gaming and Racing Control Act 1998.
“Committee” means the Committee of the Canberra Racing Club
Incorporated.
“CRCI” means the Canberra Racing Club Incorporated, the Principal Racing
Authority for the Australian Capital Territory in accordance with Rule 1 of
the Australian Rules of Racing.
“Licensed racecourse” means a racecourse licensed under the provisions of
the Australian Capital Territory Racing Act 1999 as amended.
“Metropolitan area” means the area of Sydney and also includes the area
lying west of the Pacific Ocean and extending to the banks of the
Hawkesbury, Nepean and Cataract rivers and then continuing in a straight
line from the Cataract River in an easterly direction to the Pacific Ocean and
also includes the area bounded by straight lines joining Penrith, Emu Plains,
Kurrajong and Wisemans Ferry, but excluding the area contained within a
radius of 15 kilometres from the post office at Windsor.
“Official" includes a Committee member, or any person employed, engaged
or appointed by the CRCI, for the purpose of conducting its race meetings,
tracks, training tracks, offices, business and affairs and all matters incidental
thereto.
“Official barrier trial” means a trial under the control or supervision of the
Stewards over not less than 800 metres, conducted on a racecourse, with
no less than 4 horses ridden by licensed jockeys, apprentices or approved
riders.
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"Paying up time" or "Pay up time" is the time prior to a race prescribed by
the Rules, or by the conditions of the race, as the latest time for making all
payments in respect of an acceptor in that race.
“Racecourse” means any racecourse, training ground or property over
which, or of which, the CRCI has the control, management, supervision or
use for the time being, and whether such control, management or use is
permanent, temporary or intermittent.
“Racing Calendar” means NSW Racing, the Racing NSW Official Publication,
and any publication that may be produced from time to time by the
Canberra Racing Club Incorporated.
“Stockwhip” means a whip with a short handle and a long lash.
"Sweepstakes" means any race in which the stakes or any part thereof going
to the winner and/or other horses in the race are to be made by the owners
of horses entered, although money or any other prize may be added.
“Trainer” means any Trainer, Owner Trainer or person holding a licence or
permit to train under the Rules of Racing.
Words importing the singular include the plural and vice-versa and the masculine
gender includes the feminine gender, unless in either case the context requires
otherwise.
POWERS OF THE CRCI
LR 6.
The CRCI has the power to warn off any or all racecourses within its control any person
whose presence thereon in the opinion of the CRCI is not desirable.
LR 7. [Vacant]
LR 8. [Vacant]
LR 9. [Vacant]
APPOINTMENT OF STEWARDS
LR 10.
(1) The CRCI may from time to time appoint a Chairman of Stewards, Deputy
Chairman of Stewards, and Stewards of such categories as it deems fit.
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(2)

The CRCI may appoint a Deputy Steward at the request of the Stewards in charge
of a race meeting.

(3)

The CRCI may appoint an Assistant Steward or Cadet Steward. However, such
appointees are not entitled to a vote on any matter occurring at, or arising out
of, the meeting for which they are appointed, unless authorised to do so by the
Chairman of Stewards of such meeting.

(4)

Any Racing NSW Steward rostered to officiate at any CRCI race meeting by the
CRCI Chairman of Stewards or Committee shall have jurisdiction and may
exercise all the powers, duties and authorities conferred upon the Stewards by
the rules.

LR 11. [Vacant]
POWERS OF STEWARDS
LR 12.
(1) The Stewards referred to in LR 10 have jurisdiction to officiate as directed by the
CRCI at any race meeting conducted in the Australian Capital Territory.
(2)

Unless otherwise provided for in the Rules, the majority of the Stewards at a
race meeting have and may exercise all the powers, duties and authorities
conferred upon the Stewards by the Rules. In the case of equality of voting, the
Chairman of Stewards of a meeting has a casting vote in addition to a
deliberating vote.

(3)

When a Steward, or Deputy Steward, is the sole Steward at a meeting he or she
has and may exercise all the powers, duties and authorities vested in the
Stewards.

(4)

The Stewards have the power to give any rulings or to hear and decide upon any
disputes relating to bets in accordance with the Rules of Betting. Such decisions
by the Stewards are final and not subject to appeal.

(5)

At any race meeting at which he or she acts, the Chairman of Stewards of the
CRCI is ipso facto the Chairman of Stewards of such meeting for the purposes of
the Rules.

(6)

The CRCI, or the Chairman of Stewards, may authorise a Steward or Stewards to
exercise all the powers vested in the Stewards by the Rules to inquire into,
adjudicate upon, and deal with any matter or incident related to racing.

LR 12A.
(1) In addition to any powers to enter, inspect and search that exist under the
Rules of Racing, a Steward or Investigator may use a dog to detect substances
or items prohibited under the Rules of Racing in relation to:
8

(2)

a. any person subject to the Rules of Racing who is at, or seeking to enter or
leave, any racecourses, licensed stables or any other premises under the
control of a licensed person and used in any manner relating to any
licence; and
b. any racecourses, licensed stables or any other premises under the control
of a licensed person (including any vehicle) and used in any manner
relating to any licence.
A Steward or Investigator using a dog under this Local Rule is to take all
reasonable precautions to prevent the dog touching a person and to otherwise
keep the dog under control.
[Rule added 31.03.2021]

LR 13.
The Stewards may defer for a period of no longer than 9 days the commencement of
any suspension imposed by them upon a rider, provided such rider holds an
engagement to ride a horse on one of those days.
LR 14.
The CRCI or the Stewards may permit accredited representatives of the press to be
present at any inquiry in such numbers, and subject to such conditions, as may from
time to time be deemed proper.
LR 15.
(1) Pursuant to any penalty imposed under AR 196 for breaches of AR 81A, the
Stewards may suspend the operation of the penalty or part of the penalty for a
period not exceeding 12 months under such terms and conditions as they think
fit.
(2)

If the Stewards suspect the person may have failed to comply with any of the
terms or conditions in relation to the suspended penalty, the Stewards may call
on the person to appear before them.

(3)

If the Stewards are satisfied that the person appearing before them has failed to
comply with any of the terms and conditions in relation to the suspended
penalty, they may revoke the suspension of the sentence.

(4)

If the Stewards revoke the suspension of the penalty, the penalty takes effect.

LR 15A.
(1) For the purposes of this LR 15A, a reference to Canberra Racing Club
Incorporated includes a reference to a person (or group of persons, such as the
Stewards) authorised by Canberra Racing Club Incorporated (whether under
these Rules or otherwise) to conduct any interview, investigation, inquiry or
hearing.
(2)

Any interview, inquiry or hearing conducted by Canberra Racing Club
Incorporated may be recorded by or on behalf of Canberra Racing Club
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Incorporated using an audio and/or visual recording device and/or by the taking
of a transcript or handwritten or typed notes.
(3)

Any recording, notes or transcript made by (or on behalf of) Canberra racing
Club Incorporated shall be available for use as evidence in any subsequent
hearing, review or in any related proceedings conducted by Canberra Racing
Club Incorporated or otherwise under the Racing Act 1999 (ACT) as in force from
time to time. (For the avoidance of doubt, the provisions of this LR 15A(3) are
subject to any rules (including the rules of evidence) and/or procedural
requirements applicable in any subsequent hearing or review).
[rule added 28.5.08]

LR 15B.
Where a declaration has been made under AR 64K(1), the Stewards shall have the
function of taking any measures which in their opinion are necessary for the purpose
of containing or eradicating the disease or condition which is the subject of the
declaration including but not limited to the following powers to:
(a)

require persons to implement biosecurity precautions to be taken on any
racecourse, training centre, registered stable premises and/or any other
premises where race horses are located or trained;

(b)

require persons to implement biosecurity precautions to be taken in the care,
control, supervision, transport, stabling, handling, riding or training of
racehorses and any other horses located on the same premises as racehorses or
likely to have contact with such racehorses;

(c)

require persons to vaccinate or comply with the vaccination of any racehorse
stabled or located on the premises of any racecourse or any registered stable,
or trained or controlled by a licensed person, or that may be training or racing
on the premises of a racecourse or located at registered stable premises at any
future time;

(d)

require persons to vaccinate or comply with the vaccination of any other horse
located on the same premises or nearby premises, or likely to have contact with
racehorses referred to in subsection (c);

(e)

restrict or control the access of any person, vehicle or service to any racecourse,
training centre or registered stable premises;

(f)

restrict or control access by any unvaccinated horse to any racecourse, training
centre or registered stable premises.
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For the purpose of this rule only, a racehorse shall mean all thoroughbred horses of
whatever age that are registered or are capable of being registered.
[rule added 28/5/08]
LR 16.
The Stewards may punish any person who enters upon any stable premises under the
control of a trainer without the permission of that trainer.
LR 17.
The CRCI or the Stewards may punish any person who by any act or omission in any
way prejudices the proper conduct of any race meeting or the affairs of the CRCI.
LR17(a) & (b) [added 30/1/2018]
The CRCI (or the Stewards exercising powers delegated to them) may penalise any
person who has in his or her possession a stockwhip:
(a)

at a thoroughbred racing stable; or

(b)

at premises otherwise used for training or pre-training of a horse (unless that
person satisfies the CRCI (or the Stewards exercising powers delegated to them)
that the stockwhip is in his or her possession at those premises for reasons
unrelated to the training or pre-training of a horse).

LR 17A.
The Stewards may at any time order the surrender by any person of a horse’s
Document of Description, Foal Identification Card or Thoroughbred Identification
Card. Any person failing or refusing to comply with such order may be punished and
the Stewards may further direct the Registrar of Racehorses to issue a duplicate
Document of Description, Foal Identification Card or Thoroughbred Identification Card
for such horse.
[rule amended 1.7.05]
FIELD LIMITS
LR 18.
(1) The Stewards may, from time to time, limit the number of horses permitted to
start in any race at any racecourse.
(2)

On any racecourse having a movable running rail, the Stewards may reduce the
number of runners permitted in any race in accordance with the location of the
movable rail.

(3)

On any racecourse, the Stewards may in the interests of safety at any time
reduce the number of horses to be started in any race.
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PROGRAMMES
LR 19.
All programmes and balloting conditions must have the approval of the CRCI, and are
subject to such conditions or policies, which may be set down from time to time by
the CRCI.
LR 20.
Every race meeting, unless otherwise determined by the CRCI, must be advertised in
the Racing Calendar and such advertisement must set out:
(a)

the full programme of the meeting

(b)

the days on which the meeting is to be held

(c)

the time and place for receiving entries, and declaration of weights,
acceptances, scratchings and riders and

(d)

any other such particular as required by the CRCI.

LR 21. [Vacant]
LR 22.
Where an official barrier trial is programmed to be conducted on a race day the closing
time for entries shall be 1.00 pm on the acceptance day of such race meeting. If an
apprentice jockey is to ride a horse in such trial such engagement must be notified by
the entries’ deadline.
[rule added 24.6.08]
LR 23. [Vacant]
RACE FIELDS - GENERAL
LR 24.
Unless specific approval to the contrary is given by the CRCI the list of acceptors or
declared runners must be published in weight order.
LR 25.
The minimum weight to be imposed by the handicapper for any race must be 54kg,
except for feature races, races run under quality handicap conditions and other races
carrying a minimum level of prize money as prescribed from time to time by the CRCI.
LR 25A. [Deleted 28.5.08]
LR 26.
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In determining eligibility, weights and/or balloting conditions for any race no account
shall be taken of:
(a)

appearance monies, incentive payments, breeder bonuses, starter rebates or
starter bonuses

(b)

any payment that was not available to all horses that were eligible to be
nominated for such race.

Provided however that the conditions of a race may determine that for balloting
purposes no account shall be taken of prizemoney won in sales restricted races.
RACE FIELDS - ALTERATION TO ENTRIES / WEIGHTS
LR 27.
Any alteration to the list of nominations after the closing time for entries for a meeting
must be approved by the Stewards.
LR 28.
Following the abandonment of a race or race meeting, the Stewards and/or CRCI Chief
Executive may at their discretion, approve the re-nomination of any accepted horse
from such race into any TAB covered race, regardless of whether weights have been
declared provided that:
(a)

this rule shall only be operable until 4pm on the day prior to final acceptance for
the race to be entered into, and

(b)

if the final list of nominations is altered after the declaration of weights, the
Handicapper may amend the allotted handicap weight of any or all horses at
their discretion.
RACE FIELDS - DIVIDE, ABANDON, ETC.

LR 29. [Vacant]
LR 30.
In addition to the powers contained in AR 38, and if the conditions of entry authorise
it, the CRCI, may at any time, in respect of any race meeting being conducted or to be
conducted:
(a)

cancel, abandon, postpone or divide any race or races

(b)

combine any race with another race upon the same programme upon such
terms and conditions as may be deemed expedient
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(c)

give such authorities and directions as are considered necessary to give effect
to this rule.

LR 31.
The CRCI may combine or abandon any race or races after the time of nomination and
may give such authorities and directions as are considered to be necessary to give
effect to this rule including the authority to re-handicap any horse or horses.
LR 32.
(1) The CRCI may in the event of a race being divided into 2 or more divisions, a list
of acceptors will be first adopted, the order of which is decided by the weights
to be carried, including any extra weight by way of penalty or re-handicap.
[amended 29.5.07]
(2)

The acceptors must then be allotted in that order alternately to each division
provided that, if a division contains more than one horse in the nomination of
the same person or in the care of the same trainer, the persons authorised to
make the division may exchange the second of such horses with a horse of the
same weight or, failing such, of the nearest weight, in another division not so
nominated or trained.

(3)

If there are 2 or more of the last mentioned horses, the exchange must be
determined by lot.

(4)

Further provided that where conditions of the programme so stipulate, the
division may be made on the "tops and bottoms" principle.

(5)

A minimum of 75% of the original advertised prizemoney must be offered for
each division.
[amended 29.5.07]

LR 33.
Further to the provisions contained in AR 48 (c), the nominator of any horse which is
balloted from any race must, unless the conditions of the race stipulate otherwise, be
refunded all fees which have been paid for such race from which the horse was
balloted. Such horse may, prior to 9.30 am the following day, be re-nominated for any
meeting for which the weights have not been issued.
BARRIER DRAW
LR 34.
(1) The order in which the horses will be drawn up before the start of each race
must be determined and published at such time after the declaration of
acceptances as the CRCI thinks fit.
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(2)

The lots shall be randomly drawn by means of a computer system approved for
that purpose or any other means approved by the Committee, provided that,
irrespective of the means used, all lots must be drawn randomly.

(3)

The lots shall be drawn by means of some device or system or any other means
approved by the CRCI.

(4)

If any horse which should have been included in the draw is not included, and
the omission is in the opinion of the Stewards discovered a reasonable time after
declaration of acceptances, the barrier position of the horse thereafter included
must be determined by lot drawn from the total number of horses which are
now declared for the race. The horse in the original draw with the same barrier
position, and all horses drawn outside that horse, must be moved out one
position to accommodate the horse previously omitted.

(5)

If, following the determination of the barrier draw, it is established that a horse
is listed in the incorrect field order, no alteration must be made to the barrier
draw of any horse, irrespective of whether or not any alteration is subsequently
made to the race field order.

(6)

None of the foregoing shall prevent the Stewards, in circumstances they deem
appropriate, from ordering that all barriers be redrawn.

(7)

No liability of any nature shall be incurred by the CRCI by reason of error or
failure in dealing with any nomination, declaration or acceptance on the part of
the CRCI or its servants or agents.
DECLARATION OF RIDERS

LR 35.
(1) The nominator or trainer of any horse intended to be run in a race must declare
to the CRCI, or other official or agent appointed for the purpose, the name of
the rider engaged not later than the time stipulated in the approved programme
for the meeting as advertised in the Racing Calendar. Provided that for a horse
listed as an emergency runner, riders must be declared by 9.30am on the day of
the race.
(2)

Failing such declaration, the Stewards may reject the nomination and/or punish
the nominator or trainer.

(3)

The Stewards may, in their absolute discretion, extend the time or times
provided by this rule.

(4)

No other rider shall be substituted for the rider whose name has been declared,
without the permission of the Stewards.
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WITHDRAWAL AFTER ACCEPTANCE
(SCRATCHING)
LR 36.
Further to the provisions of AR 114, notice of withdrawal of a horse from any race
meeting (picnic race meetings exempt) must be given before 7.30am on the morning
of the race for day meetings and before 10.00am on the morning of the race for night
meetings, except with the permission of the Stewards who may permit such
withdrawal with or without the imposition of a penalty. Should permission to
withdraw a horse be given after the scratching deadline but prior to the official release
of the final listing of scratching’s then at their discretion the Stewards may permit the
next available emergency runner to take its place in such race field.
[amended 28.5.08]
LR36B.
Notice of withdrawal of a horse (including emergency runners) entered for an official
raceday trial must be effected by the trainer of such horse with the Trainers Service
Centre by no later than 7.30am on the day of the official trial
.
[amended 30/1/2018]
LR 37.
If after declaration of acceptance, a horse is withdrawn by order of, or with the
permission of, the Stewards acting on veterinary advice, or if a horse is found to be
lame or otherwise injured after a race or trial, such horse may be deemed ineligible to
start for such time as the Stewards may decide and/or only after it has passed such
test or tests as the Stewards may decide are necessary to establish its fitness.
LR 38.
A declared acceptor must not without the permission of the Stewards be withdrawn
after final declaration of acceptance from a special event as determined by the CRCI
and as advertised in the conditions of the race.
RACING - GENERAL
LR39 [Amended 30/1/2018]:
(1) A stable return and any amendment thereto lodged with the Trainers Service
Centre as agent for the CRCI is part of any entry for a race at any race meeting.
(2)

A horse trained in Australia may not be entered for a race or official trial In New
South Wales or at Thoroughbred Park Canberra unless its name and particulars
have been included on a stable return lodged with the Principal Racing Authority
(or the Trainers Service Centre as agent for the Principal Racing Authority):
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(a)

at least 48 hours prior to the closing time for entries for the race or official
trial; or

(b)

if entries for a race close more than 60 days before the advertised date for
the running of the race, at least 48 hours prior to the time for the first
declaration of acceptance for such race, and

(c)

if a stable return is not so lodged the entry is void.

(3)

An entry for a race or official trial for a horse trained outside Australia becomes
void if a stable return for that horse is not lodged with Racing NSW or the
Trainers Service Centre as agent for CRCI at least 48 hours prior to the time for
declaration of final acceptances.

(4)

The trainer of a horse must:
(a)

disclose the location of a horse under his or her care upon request by
Racing NSW as agent for CRCI.

(b)

lodge an amendment to a stable return immediately if:
(i)

any particulars on the stable return have changed; or

(ii)

a horse leaves or joins his or her stable with the amendment to
disclose the precise location of the horse.

(For the avoidance of doubt when a horse leaves a trainers stables to spell or
otherwise the trainer must disclose the location of the property at which the
horse shall be located).
(5)

Any trainer who fails to lodge, in whole or in part, a stable return or any
amendment thereof or fails to provide details of the location of a horse in
accordance with the provisions of this rule may be penalised and the entry of
such horse for any race or official trial may be rejected or cancelled.

(6)

The Manager (or his or her Authorised Agent) of an Eligible Horse or a Named
Horse must, unless otherwise contained in a stable return lodged in accordance
with this rule, disclose:

(7)

(a)

the location of that horse upon request by Racing NSW as agent for CRCI,
including as required under any registration, ownership transfer or other
form;

(b)

any change in the previously notified location of that horse, to the
satisfaction of Racing NSW as agent for CRCI, immediately.

Any person who fails to provide details as to the location in accordance with the
provisions of this rule may be penalised.
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LR 39A.
A trainer must adhere to the following conditions pertaining to the pre-training of
racehorses
(1)

The notified trainer of a horse shall ensure that any horse being pre-trained must
be returned to his/her care, control and supervision at his/her registered stable
address no later than two weeks prior to such horse competing in an official trial
and no later than one month prior to it competing in a race.

(2)

The trainer shall ensure that the owner of a horse being pre-trained is fully
acquainted with the details of the pre-training arrangement including the
location of the horse and with a full disclosure of the associated costs.

(3)

Should any provision of sub rules (1) and (2) not be complied with the trainer
concerned may be penalised and the Racing NSW may withdraw such horse
from any trial or race engagement.
[rule added 1.5.14]

LR 40.
Further to AR 45, two year olds:
(a)

may between 1st October and 1st December race against older horses, but only
in races up to and including 1000 metres in distance,

(b)

are not permitted to race at registered picnic meetings.

LR 41.
(1) Every horse must have competed in an official barrier trial to the satisfaction of
the Stewards before being eligible to race, unless otherwise determined by the
Stewards.
(2)

Any horse trialling for the purpose of obtaining a permit to start in a race must
carry the gear in which it is to race, unless otherwise specifically authorised by
the Stewards.

LR 42.
The Stewards may refuse or reject the nomination of any horse at any time for any
period or until such horse has trialled, barrier trialled or passed any required
veterinary examination to their satisfaction.
LR 43.
(1) Without affecting the generality of the powers under AR 50, the Stewards may
reject the entry of any horse, which does not correspond in all particulars with
the description in the Document of Description or Thoroughbred Identification
Card for such horse.
(2)

If the horse does not correspond with such description in that the brand is not
distinguishable, but the Stewards are satisfied that the horse is otherwise
18

identified, they may allow such horse to start on the undertaking of the owner,
nominator or trainer that it will be re-branded as directed by the Registrar by
such time as they determine.
[amended 1.7.05]
LR 44. amended 30/1/2018 LR42
(1) The trainer of any horse accepted in more than one race on the same day at a
Canberra race meeting must by no later than 5:00pm on the day of acceptances
for such meeting elect which engagement the horse will fulfil by withdrawing
the horse from all other engagements at that meeting, except where the horse
is an emergency runner in an alternate race.
(2)

No horse may compete in more than one race on any one day.

LR 45.
Blinkers of a design approved by the Stewards may be used in races in accordance
with the provisions of AR 140B and in accordance with the conditions, which are
approved by the CRCI and published in the Racing Calendar.
LR 46.
Further to AR 117, all horses intended to be run in any race within the Australian
Capital Territory must be brought into the saddling paddock at least 90 minutes
immediately preceding the time appointed for the starting of such race, and must
remain there until the time has arrived to proceed to the mounting yard.
[amended 28/5/08]
LR 47.
(1) Without the permission of the CRCI, a licensed person or official must not whilst
present on any racecourse;
(a)
(b)

during the conduct of any race meeting or official trials, or
during any event related to racing which is open to attendance by the
public, or
(c) at any other specified time or place on any racecourse as the CRCI may
from time to time prescribe,
(i)
display any advertising, or
(ii)
wear any item of clothing displaying advertising, or
(iii)
display advertising on a horse or any of its gear.
(2)

For the purpose of this rule, the word “advertising” means any advertising,
registered or unregistered trademark, logo, design or other distinguishing
pattern, colour or feature promoting or associated with any business enterprise,
undertaking, product of service, but does not include any such advertising,
trademark, logo, design or other pattern, colour or feature registered by the
CRCI in accordance with the rules.
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LR 48.
Any person when riding or attendant upon a horse at a race meeting or training track
owned, operated or controlled by the CRCI, must at all times wear footwear of a
material and design approved by the Stewards
LR 48A.
(1) All horses that are involved in the activities of racing or breeding, including any
horses used in trainers’ stables or used for any purpose on a racecourse, training
area, registered stables, spelling or breaking property or places elsewhere that
are frequented by thoroughbred horses, must be vaccinated against equine
influenza in accordance with the general requirements of subrule (2) of this Rule
with a vaccine specifically approved by the Committee; provided that this Rule
will not apply to any foal which is less than six months old and whose dam was,
prior to foaling, vaccinated in accordance with the general requirements of
subrule (2) of this Rule.
(2)

All horses that are involved in the activities of racing or breeding must be
compliant with a current vaccination program and in particular be vaccinated
against equine influenza as follows:
(a)

Two primary doses of vaccine given no less than 14 days apart and no more
than 42 days apart.
(b) (i) For horses whose primary vaccination was between 14 days and 21 days
a booster vaccination given no less than 90 days and no more than 120
days.
(ii) For horses whose primary vaccination was between 22 and 42 days a
booster vaccination given no less than 120 days and no more than 160
days.
(c)

Subsequent booster vaccinations at intervals of not more than a year
apart, or such lesser time as the Committee may, in an emergency, decide.

(d)

For recovered horses a vaccination no earlier than 1 July 2008 and no later
that 1 August 2008 with subsequent vaccinations in accordance with
subsection 2(c).

(3)

A horse is ineligible to race until 7 days after receiving any dose of vaccine. All
vaccination intervals referred to in this Rule are to be calculated by ignoring the
day of the vaccination and counting the day of the race.

(4)

Except in the case of horses that are domiciled outside NSW, each vaccination
given in accordance with subrule (2) of this Rule must be notified to the
Committee by lodging advice on the vaccination history web page that is
maintained by the Australian Stud Book, and lodging any other advice as
required by any Principal Racing Authority.
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In the case of horses that are domiciled outside Australia, such a horse must, while in
Australia, be accompanied by a passport showing its vaccination history; or if it is
normally domiciled in New Zealand then vaccination records must be available for
inspection in the form of a combined identification certificate correctly identifying the
horse, signed by a veterinarian who is neither the Owner nor the Trainer of the horse,
stating that it has received the vaccinations required under subrule (2) of this Rule,
and giving the dates of such vaccinations.
(5)

Subject to subrule (7) of this Rule, no person shall bring to any area referred to
in subrule(1) a horse that has not been vaccinated in accordance with subrule
(2) of this Rule.

(6)

A horse which, in the opinion of the Committee, has not been vaccinated in
accordance with subrule (2) is ineligible to be nominated for or run in any race.
Provided, however, that in relation to nominations only, this provision shall not
apply to races for which nominations close more than seven days prior to the
advertised date for the running of such event.

(7)

In the case of other horses which are brought to any area referred to in subrule
(1) for any reason, its vaccination records must be available for inspection and
may be accepted, provided that they are in the form of a combined identification
certificate correctly identifying the horse, and that the certificates have been
signed by a veterinarian who is neither the Owner nor the Trainer of the horse,
stating that it has received the vaccinations required under subrule (2) of this
Rule and giving the dates of such vaccinations.

(8)

The Committee, subject to the provisions of subrule 2(d), may, at their
discretion, exempt a horse from the provisions of this Rule for such period as
they may determine if they are satisfied that the horse has sufficient immunity
against equine influenza as a consequence of having been infected with that
disease. In giving consideration to such exemption the Committee require the
owner or trainer to provide information as to the positive immune status of such
horse and the dates relative thereto.

(9)

Any person in breach of this rule or responsible for a horse which has not fulfilled
the provisions of this rule participating in racing or breeding activities may be
penalised and any horse concerned shall be subject to whatever order the
Committee in their discretion may apply.

10)

The Committee in their discretion may vary any of the requirements of this rule
and in so doing make such orders concerning a horse as in the circumstances
they see fit.
[rule added 28.5.08]
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JUDGING
LR 49. [Deleted 28.5.08]
LR 50.
Further to the provisions of AR 156, whether prior or subsequent to the declaration
of correct weight, if the Stewards are satisfied on the evidence of the available prints
or images that the judge has made a mistake in the determination of the finishing
order of a race, the Stewards may correct such mistake and alter the places
accordingly. No alterations to the judge’s places after correct weight will have any
effect on previous orders given by the Stewards as to the payment of bets.
LICENSING - GENERAL
LR 51.
(1) Any person seeking a licence, permit, registration, transfer or indenture as
provided by the Rules, other than a Bookmaker or Bookmaker’s Agent must
apply to Racing NSW as agent for CRCI on such form as Racing NSW may from
time to time direct. Any such application must be accompanied by the
prescribed fee.
Amend LR51(2):
(2) The Committee may grant any licence or permit upon such terms and conditions
and for such period and for such locality as they may see fit, and may refuse to
grant any such licence or permit without assigning any reason for such refusal,
and may at any time cancel or suspend or vary without giving any reason any
such licence registration or permit before the termination of the period for
which such licence or permit was granted.
(a)

It is a condition of any Licence that the licensee must notify Racing NSW within
14 days if the licensee is:
i)

charged with a criminal offence, or

ii)

convicted of a criminal offence, or

iii)

made bankrupt or becomes the subject of a court judgement
requiring payment to a racing industry participant or provider

Any licensee who fails to comply with sub rule (a), or fails to comply with the other
terms and conditions of their licence may be penalised, may have his or her licence
suspended, varied or revoked and/or be stood down from his or her licensed rights
and/or privileges.
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(3)

The CRCI delegates for the time being and under such conditions as they may
from time to time impose, the function of licensing as provided for by this rule
in the following manner to the Racing NSW.

(4)

The holder of a licence, permit or registration must immediately notify Racing
NSW in writing of any change of address.

(5)

Unless otherwise determined all licences, permits and registrations expire on
the 30th day of June each year excepting Forepersons, Stablehands &
Bookmaker’s Clerk’s licences which expire on the 31st day of October each year.

(6)

Any person who has had an application for licence or registration refused, or
had a licence or registration cancelled or revoked, must not make a further
application, or reapply for a licence or registration that has been cancelled or
revoked, until the expiration of 12 months from the date of such refusal,
cancellation or revocation. The Committee may however in its discretion reduce
the said period.

LR 52.
Upon a licensed person having reasonable grounds to suspect a contravention of a
Rule of Racing, he or she must report same to the Stewards as soon as practicable.
LR 53.
Any person who has had an application for a licence or registration refused must not
make a further application until the expiration of 12 months from the date of such
refusal. Racing NSW may however in its discretion reduce the said period.
RIDERS
LR 54.
Every licensed jockey and apprentice jockey riding in the Australian Capital Territory
must have satisfactory and current public liability insurance. Jockeys and apprentice
jockeys who do not have public liability insurance are not eligible to ride in the
Australian Capital Territory and may be subject to penalty.
LR 55.
(1) Unless Racing NSW otherwise determines, no jockeys licence may be granted to
any person unless he or she has completed an apprenticeship or held a licence
as a jockey, under the Rules of Racing of a Principal Club.
(2)

A person holding a bookmaker’s, bookmaker’s agents or bookmaker’s clerk
licence is not eligible to be granted a trainer or jockey’s licence and vice versa.

LR 56. Deleted 30/1/2018. rule covered in AR91.
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LR56(1)
For the purposes of this Rule:
(a)

“Dual Licence” means a licence granted by Racing NSW which licences the holder
to train horses as a licensed Trainer and also to ride horses in races and barrier
trials as a licensed Jockey.

(b)

“Dual Licence Holder” means a person who has been duly granted a Dual
Licence.

LR56(2)
An applicant for a Dual Licence, must:
(a) be a licensed Jockey pursuant to The Rules of Racing NSW and
(b)

be licensed and/or eligible to be licensed as a Trainer pursuant to The Rules of
Racing NSW;

(c)

have been licensed as a Jockey for a minimum period of 2-years immediately
prior to making application for such licence.

LR56(3)
Further to the provisions of LR56(1) and LR56(2), the following provisions shall apply
to a Dual Licence, namely:
(a) each application for a Dual Licence shall be made in the form prescribed for that
purpose by Racing NSW, and the applicant shall furnish to the Racing NSW such
information as Racing NSW may from time to time require;
(b)

a Dual Licence Holder is not eligible to be granted permission to train in
partnership with another Trainer under AR80G;

(c)

a person who has been granted permission to train in partnership with another
Trainer is not eligible for consideration for a Dual Licence;

(d)

a Dual Licence Holder is not eligible to be granted an Owner Trainer Permit. A
holder of an Owner Trainer Permit is not eligible for consideration as a Dual
Licence Holder;

(e)

unless otherwise approved by Racing NSW, a Dual Licence Holder shall be
entitled to train no more than five (5) horses at any given time as registered by
the lodgement of stable returns pursuant to The Rules of Racing NSW;

(f)

unless otherwise approved by Racing NSW, the maximum time a person can
hold a Dual Licence is 5 years from the date upon which the licence is first
granted;

(g)

a Dual Licence Holder shall not be entitled to have an Apprentice Jockey
indentured to him or her.

(h)

a Dual Licence Holder shall not have any ownership interest in any horse;
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(i)

(j)

The continued validity of a Dual Licence is contingent on the Dual Licence
Holder:
(i)

being eligible to have both a Jockey’s licence and a Trainer’s licence under
The Rules of Racing NSW. In the event the Dual Licence Holder ceases to
be eligible to hold either a Jockey’s licence or a Trainer’s licence, the Dual
Licence shall cease with immediate effect; and

(ii)

Riding in a minimum of 24 races each racing season.

Racing NSW reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to revoke, cancel or
suspend any Dual Licence prior to its expiry, without assigning any reasons
therefore.

LR56(4)
The following provisions apply to a Dual Licence Holder:
(a) where a Dual Licence Holder is the trainer of a horse entered in a race, the Dual
Licence Holder may ride that horse but shall not be declared for, or ride, any
other horse in that race;
(b)

in the event a Dual Licence Holder is the trainer of more than one horse entered
in the same race, then that Dual Licence Holder may not be declared for, or ride,
any horse in that race;

(c)

if a horse (“Subject Horse”), which is trained by a Dual Licence Holder changes
stables and is thereafter trained by another trainer, that Dual Licence Holder
may not ride the Subject Horse or any other horse entered to race in the same
race as the Subject Horse in the 28 days immediately following that change of
stables without prior express permission of the Stewards;

(d)

a Dual Licence Holder who trains a horse(s) entered in a race, and who is
declared to ride any horse at that race meeting must:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(e)

engage the services of another trainer or licensed person as approved by
the stewards to act on their behalf with respect to the saddling of the
horse which they train prior to the event;
not conduct any activities at the racecourse associated with the training
of that horse(s) until they have concluded all riding commitments that day
and have vacated the Jockey’s room with the permission of the Stewards;
and
upon vacating the Jockey’s room at the conclusion of all riding
commitments not return to the Jockey’s room or be named for any other
rides.

a Dual Licence Holder may only have an interest in the buying, selling, trading or
leasing of thoroughbred bloodstock with the express prior permission of the
Principal Racing Authority in accordance with AR.85C(1) and the provisions of
AR.85C(2), (3) & (4) shall apply accordingly;
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(f)

where a Dual Licence Holder is suspended for a breach of the Rules of Racing as
a Jockey, the Stewards may, in the exercise of their discretion, and in addition
to any other penalty imposed under the Rules, also suspend that Dual Licence
Holder in their capacity as a Trainer for the same, or for such other, period as
the Stewards may determine;

(g)

where a Dual Licence Holder is suspended for a breach of the Rules of Racing as
a Trainer, the Stewards may, in the exercise of their discretion, and in addition
to any other penalty imposed under The Rules of Racing NSW, also suspend that
Dual Licence Holder in their capacity as a Jockey for the same, or for such other,
period as the Stewards may determine;

(h)

the provisions of AR83 and AR84 shall, so far as applicable, apply to a Dual
Licence Holder, including at times when the Dual Licence Holder is a not
performing the role of a jockey;

LR56(5)
In connection with an application for a Dual Licence (including any renewal), Racing
NSW may in its absolute discretion and without assigning any reason therefore;
(a) refuse to grant a Dual Licence to an applicant;
(b)

grant a Dual Licence upon such conditions as Racing NSW may deem fit to
impose, including (but not limited to) restrictions regarding duration and
locality or both;

(c)

determine the fee payable by an applicant for a Dual Licence.

LR56(6)
The provisions of this Local Rule 56 will apply to any person holding a Dual Licence
issued by another Principal Racing Authority, while participating in NSW.
[rule amended & effective 29.1.19[
LR 57.
After weighing out, every rider must ensure that the correct saddlecloth number is
placed with his or her saddle and gear.
LR 58.
For the purpose of AR 87 “properly affixed skull cap” means that the chin strap is
effectively fastened before a rider mounts and remains fastened until the rider
dismounts.
LR 59.
(1) The Stewards may at any time require any licensed jockey, or any person
granted permission to ride in races or track work, to undergo a physical and/or
medical assessment at centres specifically authorised by the CRCI for such
purpose.
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(2)

If in the opinion of the Stewards, any such assessment is unsatisfactory, insofar
as race riding or track riding is concerned, they may suspend the licence or
permit of such jockey or permit holder.

(3)

Any rider who fails or refuses to submit to any such fitness or medical
assessment procedure when required to do so may be punished by the
Stewards.

LR 60.
Every licensed or registered person or permit holder shall, when mounted on a horse,
wear a high visibility safety vest of a type supplied or approved by the CRCI.
LR 61.
Further to the provisions of AR 85B should a riders explanation for failing to fulfil riding
engagements be in the opinion of the Stewards not satisfactory, then they may
suspend such rider’s license to ride in races for such period as they think fit.
[rule added 28.5.08]
APPRENTICE JOCKEYS
LR 62.
No trainer, permit holder, or owner is permitted to have under his or her control any
apprentice unless indentures in the form prescribed by Racing NSW have been lodged
with and approved by Racing NSW. The period of indenture, unless otherwise
approved, must be for a period of not less than 4 years and shall not expire prior to
the applicant reaching 20 years of age.
LR 63.
Racing NSW may refuse to approve any apprenticeship indentures and may at any
time, by written notice to the parties, cancel any indentures if in their opinion the
employer or the apprentice has failed to carry out his or her obligations, or has
committed any act or been guilty of any conduct as a result of which Racing NSW
considers it undesirable for the apprenticeship to continue.
LR 64.
(1) During the term of his or her indentures, every apprentice or trainee apprentice
must attend the Racing NSW or Association apprentice school as required and
must otherwise conform to the requirements of Racing NSW in connection with
his or her training.
(2)

Racing NSW may cancel the indentures of any apprentice or trainee apprentice
who fails to conform with the provisions of this rule, or otherwise punish such
person in such manner as Racing NSW or the Stewards deem fit.
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LR 65.
Every trainer must keep a wages book or such other payroll record as approved by
Racing NSW in which the name, class of employment and the current earnings of each
apprentice must be kept. Each apprentice must by signature acknowledge receipt of
such earnings. The wages book/records must be made available for inspection on
demand by Racing NSW, the Stewards or an official authorised by Racing NSW.
LR 66.
Racing NSW may grant permission to ride in races to any person bound as an
apprentice outside New South Wales if:
(a)

it is satisfied that such apprentice has the qualifications required under the Rules
of Racing and Regulations in force where he or she has been bound, and

(b)

the apprentice produces a certificate of clearance from the body from whom he
or she holds his or her permit to ride, and

(c)

such apprentice is in the care of his or her master, or by written authority is
placed in the care of a person approved by the Stewards.

LR 67.
(1) With the consent of his or her master, an apprentice may be granted permission
by Racing NSW to ride in races after the apprentice has competed in a minimum
of 20 official barrier trials to the satisfaction of the Stewards.
[subrule amended 28.5.08]
(2)

No apprentice is permitted to ride in any race or trial for two-year-olds until he
or she has ridden in at least 10 races.

LR 68.
If an apprentice is to ride at a race meeting in the absence of his or her master, written
permission to ride for that meeting must be given by the master placing the apprentice
in the care of a trainer, or a person approved by the Stewards. Such notice must be
handed to the Stewards before the apprentice is weighed out.
LR 69.
Unless the conditions of the race specify otherwise, and unless the prize money for
the race exceeds $50,000 excluding trophies and bonuses, an apprentice is entitled to
claim a weight allowance in accordance with the 3 tier scale provided for in AR 92.
LR 70.
Every apprentice shall, where the conditions of the race permit, claim that portion of
his/her available allowance down to his/her notified riding weight. Should any
apprentice seek to adjust the amount he/she may claim so as to ride above or below
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his/her notified riding weight then he/she must no later than rider declaration time
for the meeting concerned, obtain the permission of the Stewards to do so.
[amended 28.5.08]
LR 71.
All gratuities for apprentices must be paid to Racing NSW to be held in accordance
with the conditions of the apprenticeship agreement.
RIDERS AGENT
LR71A.
Except with the written permission of Racing NSW, any rider’s agent who:
(a)
(b)

bets, has an interest in a bet, or facilitates a bet; or
provides either directly or indirectly to any person for any direct or indirect
financial or other benefit (regardless of whether such benefit materialises) any
tip, or any other information or advice that may influence any person to bet,

on any NSW race in which a rider whom the rider’s agent represents (in accordance
with AR1) is engaged to ride, commits an offence and may be penalised.
For the purposes of this rule, a bet includes a lay bet.
[rule effective 1.3.19]
FEES & PERCENTAGES
LR 72.
The CRCI shall pay such fee for a jockey or apprentice jockey in consideration for riding
a horse in a race or a barrier trial as may be set from time to time by the CRCI.
(1)

(2)

For such time that CRCI has a policy that various expenses of owners are paid on
their behalf as part of the returns to owners:
(a)

CRCI shall pay, on behalf of the owners of a horse, such fee for a jockey or
apprentice jockey in consideration for their riding a horse in a race or a
barrier trial as may be set from time to time by the Committee.

(b)

Nothing in this LR72 (1) makes the CRCI personally liable for those fees,
other to the extent that they are making those payments on behalf of the
owners as part of the returns to owners.
[rule added 01.07.14]

The total prizemoney paid in respect of a horse being placed first, second, third,
fourth or fifth shall be paid as follows:
Where a Lessor’s Declaration has not been received by Racing NSW:
Race Meetings
Prizemoney
Nominator

CRCI
$250 or over Less than $250
85%
90%
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Trainer
Jockey

10%
5%

10%
Nil

(4)

On the “Split Payment” form as prescribed by Racing NSW, a Manager may
direct that prizemoney payments be individually divided and individually
distributed to joint owners, lessors and/or lessees, providing that those persons
are registered for Goods and Services Tax and have supplied an Australian
Business Number.

(5)

For the purposes of this rule “prizemoney” does not include: (a)

rewards available for a horse being successful in a series of races

(b)

rewards for an unplaced runner starting in a race

(c)

trophies

(d)

breeder, owner or trainer bonuses

(e)

any payment that was not available to all horses that were eligible to be
nominated for such race.

LR 73.
If a rider claims that he or she was engaged to ride a horse in a race, and if he or she
is not permitted to fulfil that engagement by the nominator or trainer of such horse,
the Stewards may on the application of the jockey:
(a)

determine whether the rider was so engaged and

(b)

determine whether or not the rider should be paid a fee and, if so, the amount
of such fee.

LR 74. [Vacant]
APPROVED RIDERS
LR 75.
Only persons licensed by Racing NSW as approved riders may ride in races at a
registered picnic meeting. Applications for an approved rider’s licence must be made
on the form provided by Racing NSW, accompanied by the required fee and all
applicants must meet all the following conditions:
(a)

obtain the approval of the Stewards

(b)

not be licensed as a trainer

(c)

not be licensed as a bookmaker, bookmaker’s agent or bookmaker’s clerk
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(d)

make payment of the prescribed insurance premiums to the TRB Insurance Fund
and

(e)

fulfil such other conditions as Racing NSW may from time to time impose.

LR 76.
Unless otherwise provided in the conditions of the race, approved riders at picnic race
meetings may claim an allowance on the following scale:
If he or she has not ridden 5 winners

3kg

If he or she has ridden 5 winners but has not ridden 10 winners
If he or she ridden 10 or more winners

2kg

no claim permitted

Further, an approved rider may claim the same allowance during a day of racing to
which he or she was entitled to claim at the beginning of the day.
TRAINERS
LR 77.
Permits may be granted to owners to train horses owned or leased by the owner solely
or in partnership with his or her spouse, de facto spouse, their children over 18 years,
father, mother, sisters and brothers. Owner-trainers are not permitted to train for
syndicates.
LR 78.
(1) A trainer is at all times responsible for the administration and conduct of his or
her stables.
(2)

A trainer is at all times responsible for the care, control and supervision of the
horses in his or her stables.

(3)

If a trainer is to be absent from his or her stables for a period longer than 48
hours, he or she must, with the Stewards permission and approval, deputise a
licensed or registered person to be in charge of such stables during his or her
absence.

(4)

Such deputation does not relieve the trainer in any way from his or her
responsibilities for the care, control and supervision of his or her horses and the
conduct of his or her stables.

(5)

The person to whom responsibility is delegated does not have the authority to
further delegate this responsibility.
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LR 79.
(1) If a trainer is unable to attend a race meeting while horses being trained by him
or her are running at such meeting, he or she must delegate his or her stable
foreman or another licensed person specifically approved by the Stewards to be
responsible for the presentation of his or her horses at that meeting.
(2)

Such trainer must notify to the Stewards of the meeting in writing and as soon
as practicable prior to the meeting the name of the person to whom he or she
has delegated this responsibility.

(3)

The person to whom responsibility is delegated does not have the authority to
further delegate such responsibility.

(4)

The delegation of responsibility to another person by a trainer for horses which
are running at a meeting does not relieve him or her of the responsibility and
liability for the care, control, management and supervision of those horses at
that meeting.

LR 80.
(1) The CRCI may at any time request a trainer to provide evidence of current
workers’ compensation cover.
(2)

The CRCI and/or the Stewards may revoke the license of any person who fails to
provide such cover.

(3)

A trainer must apply to the CRCI annually for the permission to utilise the Club’s
facilities.

LR80A added:
Every trainer must keep wages/payroll and payment records as approved by the
CRCI in which the name, class of employment and the current earnings of each
employee, including persons engaged under contract for service, must be kept. The
wages/payment records must be made available for inspection on demand by the
CRCI, the Stewards or an official authorised by the CRCI.
LR 81. Added 30/1/2018[
(1) A person must not, whilst driving a motor vehicle on a registered racecourse,
public thoroughfare or grounds associated with a registered racecourse lead a
horse from a motor vehicle in any manner including, but not limited to, by
tethering a horse either behind or to the side of a motor vehicle or the use of
any apparatus being towed by a motor vehicle;
(2)

Any person who breaches this rule, or is a party to breaching this rule, commits
an offence and may be penalised.
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STABLEHANDS
LR 82.
(1) Every person holding a trainer’s licence or permit to train or a racing contractor’s
licence from Racing NSW must on or before 1st November each year apply to
Racing NSW to register every person employed by him or her or assisting him or
her in connection with the training or care of racehorses (in this rule referred to
as an "employee"). Any such registration, except as hereinafter provided,
remains in force until the 31st day of October in the following year.
[amended 29.7.08]
(2)

Application for the registration of employees engaged subsequent to 31st
October each year, in respect of whom no transfer is registered as hereinafter
provided, must be made at the time of such engagement.
[amended 29.7.08]

(3)

No employee unless duly registered may be employed by a trainer. This
requirement also applies to stablehands transferring from another trainer.

(4)

On termination of any employee's engagement, the employer must either:
(a)
(b)

register a transfer of the employment to another trainer or person holding
a permit to train or
notify Racing NSW that such employment has been terminated
whereupon the name of the employee in question may be removed from
the register and his or her registration may be deemed to have ceased
from the date of such termination.

(5)

Unless with the consent of Racing NSW or its authorised official, no trainer or
person holding a permit to train shall engage a registered employee without a
written reference from his or her last employer, and no employer shall withhold
a reference without good cause.

(6)

Trainers licensed by Racing NSW or persons holding a permit to train must only
authorise to ride work those stablehands certified as fit and competent to do so
by a Steward or other official appointed for that purpose.

(7)

Only those stablehands registered as a stablehand rider may at any time ride
any horse in connection with racing.

(8)

A registered stablehand must openly display his or her stablehand identity card
at all times whilst working at any race meeting.

(9)

Notwithstanding any other provisions of these rules to the contrary, a licensed
racing employee contractor may with the approval of Racing NSW:
(a)

employ a stablehand directly and
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(b)

enter into a contract to supply a trainer with the services of a stablehand.

(10) A racing employee contractor must:
(a)

register with Racing NSW any stablehand employed by the contractor,

(b)

provide such further information as is from time to time requested by
Racing NSW,

(c)

register with Racing NSW a copy of each contract between the contractor
and the trainer for the supply to the trainer of the services of the
stablehands, and

(d)

exercise all such responsibility for the actions of a stablehand employed
by that contractor in accordance with the responsibilities exercised by
trainers for stablehands directly in their employ.

LR 82A.
(1) Any person employed by or assisting a trainer in the training, care or
superintendence of a racehorse upon any racecourse, training centre or
registered stable commits an offence and may be penalised if
(a)

a sample taken from him/her is found upon analysis to contain the
presence of a substance banned by AR81B; or

(b)

he/she refuses or fails to deliver a sample as directed.

(2)

In the event of an analysis or preliminary analysis of a sample indicating the
presence of a substance banned by AR81B, or if, pursuant to this rule, a person
refuses or fails to deliver a sample when directed to do so, the Stewards may
forthwith, pending the determination of any inquiry or other proceedings, stand
down such person.

(3)

In the event of a person incurring a penalty under this rule, he/she shall not
resume duties until he/she delivers a sample as directed by the Stewards that is
free of any substance banned by AR81B.

(4)

Further, provided that the provisions of AR81A(5) as they apply to a rider shall
apply mutatis mutandis to any person under this rule.
[rule added 28.5.08]

LR 82C
(1) Subject to subrule (2)
(a) No veterinarian shall provide veterinary services to a horse in training and/or
competing in the Australian Capital Territory unless that veterinarian is
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registered with the ACT Veterinary Surgeons Committee or equivalent interstate
body and has been issued a permit by the CRCI/Racing NSW.
(b)

A trainer shall not allow a horse under his care or control in the Australian Capital
Territory to receive veterinary services from any person other than a veterinarian
who is registered with the ACT Veterinary Surgeons Committee or equivalent
interstate body and has been issued a permit by the CRCI/Racing NSW.

(2) Subrule (1) this rule does not apply in emergency circumstances where the health
or welfare of a horse is at risk if veterinary services are not provided immediately and
a veterinarian who has been issued a permit by the CRCI/Racing NSW is not available
to provide those services.
(3) For the purposes of this rule:
”permit” is a permit as referred to in the definition of “Licence” in the Rules and
is subject to the Policy Statement that appears at the end of these Local Rules;
“veterinary services” means any services (including the prescribing or provision
of any medication) provided to or in connection with a horse by a person who is
a registered veterinarian.
BOOKMAKERS
LR 83.
No person at any race meeting, betting auditorium or registered betting office on a
racecourse may carry on or assist in carrying on the business of a bookmaker, or act
as an agent or clerk to any person carrying on such business, unless he or she holds
the required licence.
LR 83A
(1) Further to the provisions of AR 175B no licensed person may place or have
placed on his/her behalf, a bet on any Australian horse race with any operator
who is not licensed to accept such a bet by a Principal Racing Authority or state
or territory government in Australia.
(2)

Further to the provisions of AR 175B no person present on the grounds of a
racecourse whilst betting is taking place shall, by electronic or other means
access the website, contact or bet with any operator who is not licensed to
accept bets on Australian horse racing by a Principal Racing Authority or state or
territory government in Australia.
[rule added 28.5.08]

LR 84.
An applicant for a bookmaker’s licence, and for the annual renewal of it, must sign an
application in the form for the time being prescribed by the Commission. Any person
making an application for a bookmaker’s licence must supply such evidence of
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character, finance, fitness and experience as the Commission may require and must
have attained the age of 18 years. The applicant must lodge a guarantee as required
by the CRCI and/or the Commission or have the required guarantee provided to the
CRCI and/or the Commission from the NSW Bookmakers Co-Operative Limited.
LR 85
Except with the permission of the Commission or the CRCI, a bookmaker must not
accept any bet in relation to any race except upon a licensed racecourse and during
such hours as the Committee of the Club may determine.
LR 86.
If any bookmaker or bookmaker’s agent be convicted of an offence under the
provisions of the Gaming and Betting Act 1906, or otherwise be found by the
Commission or Stewards to have been engaged in illegal off-course bookmaking, the
Commission or Stewards may revoke or suspend his or her licence for such period as
the Commission or Stewards thinks fit.
LR 87.
No bookmaker may operate except on a stand provided for that purpose and allocated
for such purpose and subject to such conditions as the CRCI may determine.
Committees of a specified type must be used as and when directed by the CRCI.
LR 88.
A licensed bookmaker must not carry on his or her business on behalf of or in
conjunction with any other person without the permission of the Commission.
LR 89.
A bookmaker must not allow a person to remain in the vicinity of his or her allotted
betting stand during the conduct of betting unless such person is a licensed agent or
clerk and is directly engaged in the betting operations by the bookmaker on the day
of the race meeting.
LR 90.
A bookmaker’s licence is granted on the express condition that the person to whom it
is granted does not:
(a)

bet on any unregistered race meeting or

(b)

employ an agent who is not the holder of a licence from the Commission or

(c)

bet on the result of a photo-finish or a protest.

LR 91.
Every bookmaker must:
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(a)

conform to, observe and comply strictly with the relevant ACT legislation
controlling bookmaker’s and with the Rules of Racing which include the Rules of
Betting
(b) be present at his or her respective stand on race days or have present an agent
or clerk authorised to accept directions from the betting supervisor at least one
hour before the starting time advertised for each race
(c) be on the allocated betting stand and display the price of each horse competing
in the first race at least 30 minutes before the advertised starting time of such
race and thereafter throughout the race day within 5 minutes after the
declaration of correct weight or announcement of a protest
(d) ensure that his or her name and the number of his or her pay out stand are
conspicuously displayed on his or her betting stand
(e) indicate clearly on his or her Committee whether the bookmaker is betting winonly or each-way. A bookmaker may change his or her mode of betting during
the betting on any race
(f) indicate clearly on his or her Committee any horse which is a non-starter
(g) subject to BR 23, BR 24 and BR 25, bet on all horses and be prepared to
commence pay-outs on bets immediately on notification of the correct-weight
signal
(h) keep proper betting books
(I)
keep a settling book or record of all unpaid bets to be available on race days for
Stewards or other officials
(j)
upon making any bet, including a bet made as a layer, backer and when betting
back, immediately record the bet in a legible manner in the book or sheets
provided for the same, provided that such record of any such bet back must
identify with whom the bet was made
(k) record the full serial number of the first betting ticket at the top of the betting
sheet and do all such things as may be necessary to ensure that clear and legible
carbon copies will be made of all entries in such betting book. For the purpose
of compliance with this rule, bookmakers may use any computerised recording
system as approved by the CRCI and the Commission
(l)
write all tickets in respect of both credit and cash bets in consecutive order and,
immediately upon making such bets, cause to be entered in the betting book the
particulars of such bets, the number of the betting tickets issued in respect of
such bets which must be in strict numerical order, and in respect of any credit
bets, the name of the backers
(m) have printed on all betting tickets an address, at which the bookmaker issuing
the same may be conveniently found
(n) write the name of the horse or sporting contingency and the amount of the bet
legibly on the ticket
(o) not alter or allow to be altered any erroneous entries in the betting book, but
must cause the same to be ruled through and the proper entry made
underneath
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(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)

(u)

(v)

(w)

(x)

ensure that all betting tickets are written to show the exact value of the ticket
to the nearest 5 cents
enter accordingly all book bets in a recognisable name of the person with whom
they are made and none but legitimate wagers must be so entered
not enter or permit to be entered in his or her betting sheets false, misleading
or fictitious entries or bets made in fictitious names
denote each-way bets by placing a cross on the back of the betting ticket or by
clear wording on computerised tickets
not bet one horse to win, another to run second (known as betting "one, two"),
but may in the case of an odds-on favourite (the price of which is displayed) or
if special permission to do so has been given by the CRCI, bet against it and
another horse to finish first and second irrespective of order (quinella betting)
remain on the allocated stand and be prepared to pay out any outstanding bets
until 20 minutes after the declaration of weight of the last race on the
programme at the meeting on which he or she is operating
at the request of a Steward or otherwise authorised official immediately make
available his or her Treasury book or sheets for the recording of bets made by
him or her and
furnish a return (including a Nil return) to the CRCI within 7 days of all meetings
detailing all unpaid bets.
[Deleted 26.8.08]

LR 92.
In the event of a betting dispute, a bookmaker must agree to that dispute being heard
and decided upon by the Stewards.
LR 93.
No person, other than the bookmaker, will be allowed to call the odds or write tickets
for any class of betting without the permission of the CRCI provided however:
(a)

with the approval of the Commission, a licensed bookmaker’s agent may
operate in the absence of a bookmaker. Applications must be in writing,
accompanied by the appropriate guarantees, and be lodged with the
Commission or CRCI by 10.00 am on the day preceding the race meeting

(b)

with the permission of the CRCI, approved agents or clerks will also be permitted
to issue tickets while the bookmaker remains on his or her stand on the
understanding that the bookmaker accepts full responsibility, or while the
bookmaker who is an owner or part-owner temporarily leaves his or her stand
to view a race in which his or her horse is taking part and

(c)

a bookmaker must not leave his or her stand to place a bet nor use any person
other than his or her licensed agents or clerks to place bets.
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LR 94.
(1) Upon the conditional or unconditional acceptance by a bookmaker of a
commission or request for the placement of a bet or bets on a horse or horses
running in a race conducted under the Rules of Racing, the bookmaker must
immediately make and keep a written record in triplicate of each such
commission or request.
(2)

Within 48 hours of the conclusion of a race meeting in respect of which a
bookmaker has accepted a commission or request for the placement of a bet or
bets on a horse or horses in a race at such meeting, the bookmaker must lodge
with the CRCI the triplicate copy of the written records specified in sub-rule (1).

LR 95.
Unless authorised by the Commission or CRCI, and/or unless in compliance with the
conditions set down for the conduct of betting at a race meeting, betting auditorium
or betting office, no bookmaker may:
(a)

send information from a racecourse relating to betting at that or any other race
meeting to any person off the course or

(b)

while on a racecourse, obtain any such information from any person off the
course or

(c)

while on a racecourse, make any bets back with any person off the course or

(d)

field at a harness race meeting or greyhound race meeting which coincides with
a registered race meeting being held within the particular area.
BET-BACKS

LR 96.
(1) Where a bookmaker backs a horse, competitor or contingency in relation to a
sporting event, for the purpose of reducing his or her liability for bets already
accepted against that horse, competitor or contingency, any such bets are
regarded for the purposes of these rules as bet-backs.
(2)

Where a bet is made by a bookmaker with another bookmaker:
(a)

the bookmaker receiving the bet must record the name of the bookmaker
making the bet alongside the record of the bet

(b)

the bookmaker making the bet must record in his or her ledger in a
separate column, the bet and particulars thereof

(c)

if the bet is a bet-back, the bookmaker must record the transaction in his
or her book as a bet-back

(d)

the provisions of this rule apply whether or not the bet is made in cash.
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(3)

Where a bookmaker makes a bet on the totalisator, that bet must be recorded
by the bookmaker in his or her ledger.

(4)

Where a bet by way of a bet-back is made by a bookmaker on any totalisator,
the bookmaker who makes the bet must record the transaction as being a betback on the totalisator.

(5)

For the purposes of this rule, any bet made on behalf of a bookmaker is a bet
made by such bookmaker.
TELEPHONE BETTING

LR 97.
(1) Telephone betting may be conducted by bookmakers subject to the provisions
of the Race and Sports Bookmakers Act 2001 and subject to such conditions as
imposed from time to time by the Commission.

(2)

A bookmaker, bookmaker’s agent or bookmaker’s clerk must not without the
permission of the Stewards, whilst betting is taking place on a racecourse, bring
onto, have in his or her possession or use any portable telephone, radio
transmitter, radio transceiver or other appliance, apparatus, instrument or
equipment capable of receiving or transmitting information that has not been
approved by the Commission.

(3)

Any bets placed by a bookmaker via telephone during a race meeting upon
which he or she is conducting his or her business as a bookmaker must only be
with a bookmaker operating at another registered race meeting, licensed
betting auditorium or sports betting office within Australia. Such bets may only
be for the express purpose of reducing the liability on bets already laid by the
bookmaker upon such events on which he or she is currently fielding. Full details
of the transaction, including the name of the bookmaker with whom such bet is
made, must be recorded separately and must be lodged with the Commission in
accordance with the Rules of Betting.
ELECTRONIC INTERNET BETTING

BOOKMAKERS
LR 97A
(1) Bookmakers who have been issued with an Electronic Betting Authority by the
NSW Minister for Gaming and Racing may access the Internet and transact
betting subject to the provisions of the Racing NSW Electronic and Approved
Betting Premise Betting Conditions and the Racing Administration Act 1998
(NSW) at Thoroughbred Park, Lyneham, ACT, during a race meeting.
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(2)

A bookmaker, or bookmaker’s agent must not without the permission of the
Canberra Racing Club, while betting is taking place at Thoroughbred Park, bring
onto, or have in his or her possession or use a device which permits Internet
access that has not been approved by Racing NSW.

(3)

Any bets transacted by a bookmaker electronically while he or she is conducting
his or her business as a bookmaker must only be with a licensed wagering
operator. Full details of the transaction, including the name of the licensed
wagering operator with whom the bet or bet back is made, must be recorded
separately in the bookmaker’s ledger and identified as an Electronic Internet
bet.

(4)

Any bet backs may only be for the express purpose of reducing the liability on
bets already laid by the bookmaker upon such events on which he or she is
currently fielding.
[rule added 1.11.2012]
SPORTS BETTING

LR 98.
(1) Bookmakers holding written authorisation from the Australian Capital Territory
Gambling and Racing Commission may conduct sports betting on an approved
racecourse, in betting auditoriums or in sports betting offices on an approved
racecourse, at a date and time approved for that purpose.

(2)

Sports betting may be conducted subject to such conditions and on such
sporting events and forms of betting as from time to time approved by the
Australian Capital Territory Gambling and Racing Commission.

(3)

A bookmaker authorised to carry out sports betting must receive the approval
of the Commission for a bookmaker’s agent to act in his or her absence. Such
agent must not be a licensed bookmaker.

(4)

A sports bookmaker must hold an appropriate guarantee through the Australian
Capital Territory Gambling and Racing Commission to cover sports betting
transactions.

(5)

Duplicate copies of all betting sheets or printed copies of all computerised
betting recording systems must be lodged with the Commission within a period
of 7 days of the taking of any bet.
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(6)

A bookmaker must agree to a submission of any sports betting dispute to
arbitration by the Australian Capital Territory Gambling and Racing Commission.

BOOKMAKER’S CLERKS
LR 99.
An applicant for a license to act as a clerk to a licensed bookmaker, and for the annual
renewal thereof, must sign an application in the form for the time being prescribed by
the CRCI/Racing NSW. Any person making application for a bookmaker’s clerk’s licence
must supply such evidence of character and fitness as the CRCI/ Racing NSW may
require and must have attained the age of 18 years.
LR 100.
A licensed bookmaker’s clerk must:
(a)

conform to, observe and comply strictly with the Rules of Racing which includes
the Rules of Betting

(b)

dress in a tidy manner and observe decorum and courtesy when attending a race
meeting

(c)

display his or her identity card at all times whilst working at a race meeting or
betting auditorium

(d)

walk in an orderly manner when moving from one place to another to carry out
transactions on behalf of his or her employer

(e)

work for one employer only at a particular meeting, and confine his or her
activities to assisting his or her employer in the conduct of his or her business.
COLOURS

LR 101.
If two (2) or more persons declare the same colours at the time of entry, the
Committee of the Club or the Stewards shall decide which person shall have the use
of such colours and direct or authorise the other person or persons to adopt other
colours.
LR 102. [Vacant]
APPEALS
LR 104. [Vacant]
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LR 105. [Vacant]
LR 106.
Any person considering himself or herself to be aggrieved by a decision and entitled
under the rules to appeal, may appeal to the Racing Appeals Tribunal as constituted
by the Australian Capital Territory Racing Act 1999 as amended.
LR 107. [Vacant]
FINES AND SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
LR 108.
(1) Unless otherwise ordered, fines or costs imposed by the Committee, Appeal
Body, Association, Club or Stewards, must be paid within 14 days. If a fine
remains outstanding after 14 days of its imposition, such person may be placed
on the forfeit list.
(2)

For the purposes of AR196 (5), special circumstances means where:
a.

the person has pleaded guilty at an early stage and assisted the Stewards
or the Committee in the investigation of prosecution of a breach of the
Rule(s) relating to the subject conduct; or

b.

the person proves on the balance of probabilities that, at the time of the
commission of the offence, he:
i.

had impaired mental functioning; or

ii.

was under duress,

that is causally linked to the breach of the Rule(s) and substantially reduces
his culpability.
(rule added 28.2.2013)
LR 109. [Vacant]
LR 110. [Vacant]
LR 111. [Vacant]
LR 112. [Vacant]
LR 113. [Vacant]
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EQUINE WELFARE
LR 114.
The Canberra Racing Club is party to the Racing NSW Equine Welfare Fund and
racehorse retirement program.
(1)

The purpose and objective of this Local Rule 114 is to ensure the welfare of
thoroughbred horses from birth, during their racing careers and on retirement.

(2)

A registered owner, trainer or any person that is in charge of or has in his or her
possession, control or custody of any horses (Eligible Horses, Unnamed Horses
and Named Horses) must ensure that any such horses are provided at all times
with:
(a)

Proper and sufficient nutrition and water;

(b)

proper exercise;

(c)

stabling and paddocks of a standard approved by Canberra Racing Club,
which are adequate in size, which are adequately maintained and kept in
a clean and sanitary condition;

(d)

veterinary treatment where such treatment is necessary or directed by
Canberra Racing Club.

(3)

A registered owner, trainer or any person that is in charge of or has in his or her
possession, control or custody of any horses (Eligible Horses, Unnamed Horses
and Named Horses) must exercise reasonable care, control and supervision as
may be necessary to prevent any such horse from being subject to cruelty or
unnecessary pain or suffering.

(4)

A registered owner, trainer or any person that is in charge of or has in his or her
possession, control or custody of any horses (Eligible Horses, Unnamed Horses
and Named Horses) is not to euthanize or destroy a horse (or permit a horse to
be euthanized or destroyed) unless a registered veterinary surgeon has certified
in writing that it necessary on welfare or safety grounds or for reasons approved
in writing by Canberra Racing Club or unless under extreme circumstances
where it is necessary for a horse to be euthanized immediately and the decision
is subsequently confirmed by a veterinary surgeon. In the event that a registered
veterinary surgeon has certified in writing that it necessary for a horse to be
euthanized on welfare or safety grounds or for reasons approved in writing by
Canberra Racing Club, then the horse can only be euthanized by a registered
veterinary surgeon and is not to be sent to an abattoir or knackery or similarly
disposed of. [sub-rule amended 30.9.21]
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(5)

Further to AR64JA(1), where a decision has been made to retire a horse, or not
to commence racing an Eligible Horse, and that horse has been domiciled in the
Australian Capital Territory for the majority of its life:
(a)

the Manager, in addition to any forms to be lodged with Racing Australia
pursuant to AR64JA(1), is to lodge with Racing Australia the Retirement
Notification form, such form to includes details of the retirement option,
where that horse will be located and contact details of the new owner (if
that horse is being transferred to a new owner);

(b)
(i) that horse is not to be transferred to a location which does not meet
minimum standards prescribed by Canberra Racing Club to ensure the
ongoing welfare of that horse and the owners are required to provide
Canberra Racing Club with all information and assistance (including
access to the proposed location) in order to enable Canberra Racing
Club to assess that those minimums standards are met; [subparagraph re-numbered 30.9.21]
(ii) that horse is not to be transferred, sold or gifted upon retirement
or thereafter, to a person who is placed on the Racing NSW Excluded
List for rehoming of thoroughbreds. [sub-paragraph added 30.9.21]
(c)

(d)

the owners are to make all reasonable endeavours to find a home for that
horse that meets minimum standards in any of the following options:
(i)

breeding purposes;

(ii)

equestrian, working, pleasure or companion horse;

(iii)

any other option approved by Canberra Racing Club

in the event that the owners are unable to find a home for that horse,
having used all reasonable endeavours, then the remaining options for
that horse are:
(i)

an official retirement or retraining program (either operated by
Racing NSW or approved by Racing NSW in writing);

(ii)

any other option that ensures the ongoing welfare of the horse
approved by Canberra Racing Club or Racing NSW in writing;

(e)

the horse is not to be, directly or indirectly, sent to an abattoir, knackery
or similarly disposed of;

(f)

the horse is not to be sold/gifted at a livestock auction not approved by
Canberra Racing Club or Racing NSW; and
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(g)

(6)

if that horse is in need of veterinary treatment (including ongoing
veterinary treatment), it is not to be transferred to a new home until that
veterinary treatment has been provided or Canberra Racing Club or Racing
NSW is satisfied that it will receive that veterinary treatment.

any person who fails to comply with LR114 (1)-(5) commits a breach of these
Rules and may be penalised.
[Rule effective 29 March 2018]
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RULES OF BETTING
of the
CANBERRA RACING CLUB INCORPORATED

----INTERPRETATION
BR 1.
In interpretation of the Betting Rules, the following words shall have or include the
following meanings:
“All-in” – means, if your horse does not start in a race, your money is forfeited.
"Bet" - bet or wager does not include investments on the totalisator.
"Starter's Orders" - a horse comes under starter’s orders when a rider is
called upon by the starter to take up his or her place for the start, provided
that, no horse shall be deemed to have come under the starter’s orders
whereby bets have been declared off under BR 14.
“Face Value” - face value of the ticket means the total sum of moneys
payable to the backer including the stakes in the event of a bet being
successful.
“Starting Price” - means the odds declared by the CRCI to be the starting
odds of any runner at such meeting.
All other words in these rules have the same meaning as ascribed to them in the
definitions of the Rules of Racing.
POWERS OF STEWARDS
BR 2.
The Stewards may suspend the operation of any of these rules and may declare off
any bet in connection with which there has in their opinion been any fraud or corrupt
practice or action.
BR 3.
If any question arises which is not provided by these rules, it will be determined by
the Stewards.
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BR 4.
The Stewards powers set out in BR 14 may be exercised by the Chairman of Stewards
or the Steward acting as such at any meeting.
CONDITIONS
BR 5.
In all bets there must be a possibility of winning when the bet is made.
BR 6.
(1) Bets go to the backers of the horses placed by the judge, subject to any
alteration made before weight is declared by the Stewards in accordance with
the Rules of Racing.
(2)

Provided that, if in the opinion of the Stewards there are circumstances
requiring further investigation which might lead to disqualification of a horse or
a rider, they may make an order postponing the settlement of all bets on the
race in question and refer the matter to the CRCI which may make such
declaration as they think fit in respect of the betting and, in particular, may
declare off all or any bets on such race.

BR 7.
A bet, other than a credit bet, will not be accepted as laid unless the stake money has
actually been received by the bookmaker or his or her agent.
BR 8.
Upon being satisfied by a bettor that there are reasonable grounds for demanding that
stakes be made before a race is run, the Stewards may order that the bet be off unless
covered or sufficient security given.
BR 9.
Unless as provided for by these rules, no bet may be declared off except by mutual
consent.
BR 10.
Subject to any express agreement to the contrary and to the rules governing doubles,
bets are off and any stake paid must be returned to the backer in the following cases:
(a)

if the bet is made on the course or in an approved betting auditorium on the day
of the race on a horse which at any race meeting does not come under starter's
orders within the meaning of these rules

(b)

in the case of a match race if either horse does not come under starter's orders
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(c)

if the bet is made on the day of a race which is subsequently postponed to
another day, provided however, in the event of a race being ordered to be rerun the same day, all bets in favour of any horse which started on the first run
shall stand, unless the Stewards in their absolute discretion decide otherwise.

BR 11.
Subject to any express agreement between the parties, bets are subject to the
following conditions:
(a)

all win and place bets taken on a horse withdrawn between the time of final
acceptances and the display for such race of betting odds by bookmakers on the
day of the race must be refunded and if such withdrawal in the opinion of the
Stewards has had a material effect on the odds of the remaining horses then all
successful fixed-price wagers must be paid subject to deductions in accordance
with the scale outlined in BR 15 or alternatively at the discretion of the Stewards
may be paid at starting price odds

(b)

subject to the provisions of paragraph (a), except in the case of bets made on
the course on the day of the race, bets stand though the horse does not start

(c)

if odds are laid without mentioning the horse, the bet may be determined by
the state of the odds at the time it was made

(d)

any bet made on a horse entered for two (2) events on the same day shall refer
to the first race in which the horse starts; provided that if there is a walk-over,
the bet is off.

BR 12.
There shall be no obligation upon any bookmaker to pay a bet if the bet has been
paid to a claimant, and there were reasonable grounds for believing that such claim
was genuine.
BETTING LIMITS
BR 13.
(1) [Vacant]
(2)

The Committee of the CRCI may from time to time determine the minimum
wager which Australian Wagering Operators (approved to bet on Canberra
Thoroughbred Races) and on Course Bookmakers are bound to lay the odds
displayed for fixed odds bets when accepting bets on Canberra Thoroughbred
Races.

The minimum bet limits applying from 1 January 2018 are as follows:
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Race Type
Black Opal Stakes Race Meeting
Standard Race Meeting

Bet (Win and / or Each Way / *Win & Place)
$2,000
(*place component $800)
$1,000
(*place component $400)

*Note: When the backer claims the Approval Holder for a win and place bet which is
greater than the limits prescribed by this rule, the bookmaker must bet the backer the
proportional equivalent of an each-way wager.
(3)

Once a race has started, a bookmaker is not compelled to accept any bet or
alternatively is not compelled to bet to the minimum limits prescribed in this
rule.
WITHDRAWALS

BR 14.
(1) In the event of the Stewards permitting or ordering the withdrawal of a horse
from a race after the time for withdrawal, or if they declare a horse a non-starter
under AR 128(2), AR130, AR134A and AR134B,, bets made on the day on the
racecourse or in an approved betting auditorium shall be settled in accordance
with the decision of the Stewards.
(2)

Upon notification of the withdrawal, bookmakers must draw a line on their
betting records immediately below the last bet taken on each runner in the race.

(3)

The Stewards may declare off all bets made on the withdrawal and order all
moneys invested on the withdrawal be refunded. If in their opinion such late
withdrawal has had a material effect on the odds already bet on the remaining
horses, they may also make such further order, in accordance with this rule, as
is considered necessary as to the settlement of successful bets on the race.

(4)

With respect to all successful wagers placed prior to the time of the withdrawal
on win-only, traditional win and place, place-only, multiple doubles, quinellas
and favourite out, bets must be paid the face value of the ticket less the amount
of cents in the dollar deduction applicable on the scale of deductions in BR 15 to
the odds of the horse at the time of its withdrawal.

(5)

Where two (2) or more withdrawals occur simultaneously during betting,
successful wagers made prior to the withdrawal time must be paid the face value
of the ticket less a deduction determined by adding together the rates of
deduction applicable to the odds of each of the withdrawn runners.

(6)

Where withdrawals occur at different times during betting on a race, successful
wagers placed prior to the last withdrawal must be paid the face value of the
ticket, less deductions determined as follows:
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(a)

for bets placed prior to the first withdrawal, the rate of deduction must
be determined by adding together the rates of deduction applicable to the
odds of all withdrawn runners

(b)

for bets placed after the time of the first withdrawal and prior to the time
of the second withdrawal, the rate of deduction must be determined by
the deduction applicable on the scale of deductions in BR 15 to the odds
of the second withdrawal.

(7)

Provided however in circumstances they deem appropriate and when there is
sufficient time, the Stewards may declare off all bets on the remaining horses
and order that betting on the race be re-opened, or they may order all bets be
paid at totalisator odds.

(8)

Further provided that, except in the case of a dead heat, no order must be made
the effect of which would oblige a backer to receive less than his or her stake.

(9)

In the event of the late withdrawal of a horse from a race at a meeting other
than at which the bet is made, bets shall be paid in accordance with the order
of the Stewards who are officiating at the meeting where the bet is made.

(10) If a late withdrawal is odds-on at the time of its withdrawal, all quinella bets on
the race will be void and all moneys will be refunded.
(11) If one of the nominated horses in a quinella is even-money or longer at the time
of its withdrawal, all quinella bets incorporating the withdrawn horse are off,
and all moneys are to be refunded. Winning bets made prior to the time of
withdrawal are subject to a deduction in accordance with the scale of
deductions in BR 15 for quinella betting.
BR 15.
SCALE OF DEDUCTIONS
Number

Dividend

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.05
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.10
1.12
1.14
1.16
1.18

Imperial
Conversion
1/20

1/12
1/10
1/8
1/7
1/6

Win,Doubles
Deduction
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.79

3 Place
@¼
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

2 Place
@ 1/3
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44

Quinella
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Number
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
Number

Dividend
1.20
1.22
1.24
1.26
1.28
1.30
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50
1.55
1.60
1.65
1.70
1.75
1.80
1.85
1.90
1.95
2.00
2.05
2.10
2.15
2.20
2.25
2.30
2.35
2.40
2.45
2.50
2.60
Dividend

Imperial
1/5

Imperial
Conversion

Win,Doubles
0.78
0.77
0.75
0.74
0.73
0.72
0.69
0.67
0.64
0.62
0.60
0.58
0.57
0.55
0.53
0.52
0.51
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.40
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
Win,Doubles
Deduction

3 Place
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.22
3 Place
@¼

2 Place
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.41
0.40
0.39
0.39
0.38
0.38
0.37
0.37
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.30
2 Place
@ 1/3

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

2.70
2.80
2.90

13/8
7/4
15/8

0.35
0.33
0.32

0.22
0.21
0.21

0.30
0.29
0.29

0.60
0.60
0.60

3.00
3.10
3.20
3.30

2/1

0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28

0.21
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.28
0.27
0.27
0.26

0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55

¼
2/7
1/3
4/11
2/5
4/9
½
8/15
4/7
4/6
8/11
4/5
9/10
Evens

10/9
5/4

11/8
6/4

9/4

Quinella

ALL
BETS
VOID
AND
REFUNDED

0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
Quinella
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Number
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Dividend
3.40
3.50
3.60
3.70
3.80
3.90
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.60
4.80
5.00
5.50
6.00

Imperial
5/2

11/4
3/1
13/4
7/2
15/4
4/1
9/2
5/1

6.50
7.00
7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
9.50
10.00

11/2
6/1
13/2
7/1
15/2
8/1

11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
26.00
31.00
41.00
51.00

10/1
11/1
12/1

9/1

14/1
15/1
16/1

20/1
25/1
30/1
40/1
50/1

Win,Doubles
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.19
0.17
0.16

3 Place
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.14

2 Place
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18

Quinella
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.35
0.35

0.14
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09

0.13
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.16
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12

0.30
0.30
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02

0.09
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02

0.11
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.04
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DEAD HEATS
BR 16.
(1)

The backer must be paid one-half of the face value of the ticket in the event of
a dead heat for

(2)

(a)

First

(b)

second place, where there are 5,6, or 7 starters in place betting

(c)

third place, where there are 8 or more starters in place betting

In quinella betting, if one horse wins and the other runs a dead heat, the backer
must be paid one-half of the face value of the ticket.
EACH-WAY BETTING

BR 17.
If there are:
(a)

8 or more starters in a race when an each-way bet is made, the odds for a place
are one-quarter of the odds for a win bet for the first 3 places

(b)

5, 6 or 7 horses in the race when an each-way bet is made, the place bets shall
be paid on the 1st and 2nd horses at one-third of the odds for a win bet.
PLACE-ONLY BETTING

BR 18.
Subject to any deductions authorised by BR 14, place-only bets must be paid as
follows:
(a)

if there are 8 or more runners in the race when the bet is made, place-only bets
must be paid on the first, second and third horses,

(b)

if there are 5, 6 or 7 runners in the race when the bet is made, place-only bets
must be paid on the first and second horses.
DOUBLES

BR 19.
Bookmakers may offer win-doubles and/or place-doubles. In relation to placedoubles all references to the words “win” and “winner” include being placed second
and third and all references in relation to dead heats include being placed third and
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all references to starting price odds means one-quarter of starting price odds. The
following conditions apply to all doubles events:
(a)

bets are determined when the first event is lost

(b)

if one leg of the double wins outright and the other leg dead heats for first, then
the backer be paid one-half of the face value of the ticket

(c)

if both legs of a double run dead heats, then the backer is to be paid one-quarter
of the face value of the ticket

(d)

if one leg of the double wins outright, and the other leg is part of a triple dead
heat, then the backer is to be paid one-third of the face value of the ticket.

BR 20.
In the absence of any express stipulation to the contrary, doubles bets stand though
one or both horses do not start provided that doubles bets, excluding feature doubles,
made on the course or in a betting auditorium on the day on which the first event is
to be run are subject to the following conditions:
(a)

if the selected horse in the first event of a doubles wager is subsequently
ordered or permitted to be withdrawn or otherwise declared a non-starter, the
stake must be invested on the horse in the second leg and backers of the winner
paid at starting-price odds. If the selected horse in the second event of a doubles
wager is subsequently ordered or permitted to be withdrawn or otherwise
declared a non-starter, the backers of the winner of the first event of the double
must be paid at starting-price odds of the winner of that event,

(b)

if the first event of a double is decided and the second event of that double is
postponed to another day, the backers of the winner of the first event of the
double must be paid at the starting-price odds of the winner of that first event

(c)

if one of the events is re-run on the same day, all bets stand, and winning wagers
are paid subject to any deductions for late scratchings

(d)

if both events of a double are postponed to another day or if both selections are
withdrawn, all bets are void and stake money must be refunded.

BR 21.
(1) In the event of late scratchings, deductions made on the face value of winning
doubles tickets must be made using the same scale as the official each-way
deductions.
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(2)

In the event of scratchings occurring in one event prior to the commencement
of straight-out wagering on the first event of a double, the prices used in
determining the deductions must be the opening prices provided to the
Stewards at the commencement of wagering on the day's programme. The
deductions must be made using the same scale as the official each-way
deductions.

BR 21A.
For all fixed price feature race doubles bets, whereby the time of bet placement
(1)

is before final declarations have been declared for one or both races:
(a)

(2)

All bets shall be regarded as "all-in";

is after final acceptance for both races:
(a)

The withdrawal of a selected horse from one such event shall result in the
stake being invested on the selected horse in the alternate leg at the
agreed fixed price odds for such horse;

(b)

The withdrawal of the selections from both races shall result in the stake
being refunded;

(c)

The withdrawal of any horse from a leg of the double shall result in
winning bets being subject to deductions in accordance with the scale
outlined in BR15.

(d)

The winning payment shall be the multiple of the stake and the product of
the cumulative prices of the winning horses subject to any deduction given
in accordance with Part (c) of this Rule.
[rule added 28.5.08]
TREBLES

BR 22.
Trebles are subject to the rules governing doubles as far as applicable with the
additional condition that, if a bet covers two (2) winning horses and a third scratched
horse, the backer is paid:
(a)

the multiplication of the odds on the 2 winning horses plus

(b)

the addition of the odds on the 2 winning horses.
FIELD-AGAINST-FAVOURITE BETTING

BR 23.
(1) Field-against-favourite betting means bookmaker’s may offer odds to win to
cover all of the horses in a field apart from the horse displayed at that time on
the bookmaker’s betting Committee as the shortest priced runner.
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(2)

Approval for a bookmaker to operate field-against-favourite betting is granted
subject to the following conditions:

(a)

if the favourite on the bookmaker’s Committee at the time of the bet being
laid is withdrawn or declared a non-runner, all bets laid when such runner
was the favourite must be declared off

(b)

if any horse other than the favourite is withdrawn or declared a
non-runner, a premium on all winning bets may be added by the Stewards
in accordance with the scale in BR 15

(c)

all betting tickets issued by bookmaker’s must nominate the name of the
horse favourite on the bookmakers betting Committee at the time the bet
was made

(d)

if two (2) or more horses be equal favourite, the price of the field displayed
on the bookmaker’s betting Committee must relate to the equal favourite
nominated by the backer at the time the bet is made, and the name of
such horse must appear on the betting ticket issued.
FAVOURITE-OUT BETTING

BR 24.
(1) Favourite-out betting means bookmakers may bet on a race while excluding
from that betting the odds-on favourite and where subsequently the finishing
position of such horse or the withdrawal of such horse will have no bearing on
how bookmakers will settle bets for such event.
(2) Approval for a bookmaker to operate favourite-out betting shall be granted
subject to the following conditions:
(a)

if a horse, other than the horse excluded from betting, is withdrawn or
declared a non-runner, a set of deductions for favourite-out betting will
be declared by the Stewards in accordance with the scale of deductions in
BR 15

(b)

a bookmaker must, prior to the commencement of betting on an event,
obtain the approval of the betting supervisor or the Stewards to operate
favourite-out betting and must continue to operate on this mode only for
the duration of betting
no more than 40% of bookmakers operating on an event may operate
favourite-out betting. In the circumstances of more than that number of
bookmakers seeking approval, then a ruling will be made via ballot by the
betting supervisor or the Stewards.

(c)
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BR 25.
(1) Approval for a bookmaker to bet field-against-favourite and favourite-out
betting is granted subject to the following further general conditions:

(a)

each betting ticket issued by the bookmaker must clearly outline the type
of bet between the bookmaker and the backer and, where applicable, the
name of the horses nominated in the bet,

(b)

a bookmaker operating a particular mode of betting must continue to
operate in that same mode for the duration of betting on a particular
event, unless otherwise ruled by the betting supervisor or the Stewards,

(c)

the Stewards may at any time without assigning any reason direct
bookmakers to cease or suspend operations on any particular mode of
betting and may make such rulings as to bets already laid in their discretion
they deem appropriate.
PLACEQUAD BETTING

BR 26.
(1) Placequad betting means doubles bookmakers may offer odds on four
nominated races whereby the backers to be successful must select a horse in
each race which is placed first, second or third.
(2)

Approval for a bookmaker to operate placequad betting is granted subject to
the following conditions;
(a)

Successful bets are to be paid at odds determined by the sum of the
displayed win odds or the selected horses or alternatively the product of
one quarter of each of the displayed win odds of the selected horses,
whichever is the greater

(b)

No betting deductions apply in the event of the withdrawal of a non selected horse from a nominated race after commencement of betting or
the decision of the Stewards to declare a non- selected horse a nonstarter
under AR134A

(c)

Placequad bets stand in the event of a selected horse being a withdrawal
after the commencement of betting or being declared a non-starter under
AR134A. The return for such a successful bet must be recalculated by
determining the product of one quarter of the win odds obtained,
provided however if such odds are less than 7 to 1 a multiple of 1.75 must
apply.
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BR 27.
(1) Vacant (Deleted 26 February 2013)
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A
Abandoned Race or Meetings,
Absentee Trainers & Nominees,
Acceptance Time,
Acceptances - see also Entries
Publish in Weight Order,
Horse left out of,
Advertised/Advertisement, Definition,
Advertising, Clothing displaying,
Age of a Horse,
Agent, Authorised, Definition,
Agent, Riders, Definition,
Allowances - see Apprentice Allowances
Amateur Riders - see Approved Rider
Appeals
Appeal Body, Definition,
Committees Power to Appoint person’s
False/Misleading Evidence,
General,
Power to Hear & Decide,
Protests, No Right of Appeal,
Stay of Proceedings,
Apprentices - see also Riders
Absconded, Engagement,
Allowances,
Allowances, Fail to claim,
Allowances, Prize Exceeds $50,000,
Allowances, Dead-heats,
Change of Trainers after Horse Entered,
Claim Allowance, not entitled,
Claim Full Allowance,
Claim same allowance during day,
Dead Heats count,
Definition,
Engagements, Master’s Responsibility,
General,
Gratuities,
Group & Listed winning rides,
Indentures,
Interfere With,
Leaving Employment,
Master Absent,
Minimum Weight,
Permit to Ride,

AR 38
AR 80B
AR 51
LR 24
LR 34(4)
AR 1
LR 47
AR 46
AR 1
AR 1, AR 85A

LR 5
AR 7(q)
AR 175(g)
AR 7(q), AR 199 - 199A, LR 106
AR 7(a)
AR 199A
AR 200
AR 95
AR 92, LR 69 - LR 70
LR 70
LR 69
AR 92(8)
AR 58
AR 92(11)- (12)
LR 70
AR 92(6)
AR 92(8)
AR 1
AR 85A(1)
AR 92 - AR 94, LR 62 - LR 71
LR 71
AR 92(2)
LR 62 - LR65
AR 96
AR 95
LR 68
AR 92(b)
LR 66 - LR 67
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Representation at Inquiry,
Riding Two-year-olds,
School,
Tamper With,
Visiting,
Wages Book/Payroll Records,
Winning Rides Book,
Approved Riders
General,
Associations, Definition,
Rules & Constitution, Approval,
Suspension Power/Prov. Effect,
Australian Racing Committee,
Definition,
Authorised Agent, Definition,
B
Balloted-out Horses,
Barrier Draw - see also Starting
General,
Horse Omitted,
Barrier Trial - see Official Barrier Trial Defn.,
Eligible to Race ,
Entry Time
Batteries or Improper Contrivance,
Behaviour - see Conduct
Bet, Definition,
Bet-backs,
Betting - see also Bookmakers
Appeals - see Appeals
Arbitration of Disputes,
Auditorium, Definition,
Bet Declared Off By Consent,
Bet, Definition,
Bet, When Accepted,
Bets Go To Backers,
Betting, Each-way,
Bookmaker’s Obligation to Pay,
Chairman of Stewards Powers,
Conditions,
Dead Heats, General,
Declared-off Bets,
Deductions, Scale of,
Defaulters,

AR 199B,
LR 67(2)
LR 64
AR 96
LR 66
LR65
AR 92(10)
AR 101-102, LR 75 - LR 76
AR 1,
AR 7(k)
AR 188, AR 193
AR 208 - AR 214
AR 1
AR 1

LR 33
AR 126, LR 34
LR 34(4)
LR 5
LR 41
LR 22
AR 175(hh)
BR 1
LR 96

LR 92
LR 5
BR 9
BR 1
BR 7
BR 6(1)
BR 17
BR 12
BR 4
BR 5 - BR 12
BR 16
BR 9 - BR 10
BR 15
AR 192
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Definitions,
Demanding Stakes be Made,
Disputes, Determination,
Disputes, No Right of Appeal,
Disputes, Stewards Powers,
Doubles,
Electronic Internet Betting
Fraud and Corruption,
Fixed Prices,
General - see Rules of Betting
Horse, In Two Events, Bet on,
Horse, Name not Mentioned,
Interpretation,
Late Withdrawals, Away Meetings,
Late Withdrawals, General,
Late Withdrawals, Non-starters, Declaration,
Late Withdrawals, Odds-On,
Late Withdrawals, Order Less than Stake,
Late Withdrawals, Quinella,
Licensed person bet non-licensed operator,
Limits,
Match Race,
Placequad,
Photo-finish Result, Bet on,
Place-only,
Possibility of Winning,
Postponed Pending Investigation,
Postponed Races,
Powers of Stewards,
Protest Result, Bet on,
Questions Determined by Stewards,
Quinella, Dead-heats,
Race started, Bookmaker obligations,
Rules - see Rules of Betting
Rules, Alteration,
Scale of Deductions,
Second Claimant for Winning Bet,
Settlement of Bets,
Sports,
Stakes Demanded,
Starter’s Orders, Definition,
Starting-price Definition,
Stewards, Powers of,
Telephone,

BR 1
BR 8
LR 12(4)
LR 12(4)
LR 92
BR 19 - BR 21
LR 97A
BR 2
BR 21A
BR 11(d)
BR 11(c)
BR 1
BR 14(9)
BR 11, BR 14 - BR 15
BR 14
BR 14(10)
BR 14(8)
BR 14(11)
LR 83A
BR 13
BR 10(b)
BR 26
LR 90(c)
BR 18
BR 5
BR 6(2)
BR 10(c)
BR 2 - BR 4, BR 6
LR 90(c)
BR 3
BR 16(2)
BR 13(3)
AR 7(i)
BR 15
BR 12(b)
BR 6
LR 98
BR 8
BR 1
BR 1
BR 2 - BR 4
LR 97
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Trebles,
Wager, Definition - see Bet,
When Bets are Off,
Withdrawn runner,
Biosecurity, implementation,
Bleeders
Prohibitions on Racing,
Trainer’s Obligations,
Blind Horses,
Blinkers, Not Included in Weight,
Use of,
Body Protectors, Deduction on Weighing,
Manipulation/Modification,
Riders Must Wear,
Bookmaker, Definition,
Bookmakers - see also Betting
Absent, Agent to operate business,
Act on Behalf/Conjunction with another,
Age, Minimum,
Agents- Writing Tickets,
Bet Back Off-course,
Bet on all Horses,
Bet-backs,
Bets, Alterations,
Bets, Credit,
Bets, False, etc,
Betting, Harness/Greyhound Meet,
Betting after start,
Betting Books, Keep Proper
Betting Books, Make Available,
Betting Dispute, Submit to Arbitration,
Betting Info., Obtain Off-course,
Betting Info., Transmit Off-course,
Betting Off Course,
Betting on Photo finish,
Betting on Unregistered Meeting,
Betting One-Two,
Betting Tickets, Address/b=maker,
Betting Tickets, Legibility,
Betting Tickets, Value to 5 cents,
Committees,
Books, Legibility,
Calling Odds,
Change mode of betting,

BR 22
BR 1
BR 10
BR 11
LR 15B
AR 53A
AR 53B
AR 64A
AR 148
AR 140B, LR 45
AR 118B
AR 118C
AR 87B
LR 5
LR 93(a)
LR 88
LR 84
LR 93 (b)
LR 97(3)
LR 91(g)
LR 96
LR 91(o)
LR 91(q)
LR 91(r)
LR 95(d)
BR 13(3)
LR 91(h)
LR 91(v)
LR 92
LR 95(b)
LR 95(a)
LR 95(c)
LR 90(c)
LR 90(a)
LR 91(t)
LR 91(m)
LR 91(n)
LR 91(p)
LR 87
LR 91(k)
LR 93
LR, 91(e)
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Clerks-General,
Commission Bets,
Conditions,
Conform/Comply with legislation,
Convicted under Gaming & Betting Act,
Display Name/Number Payout Stand,
Disq. Persons, Shall Not Bet with,
Each-way Betting Tickets,
Electronic Internet Betting
Employ Unlicensed Agent,
Enter Book Bets in Name of Person,
Erroneous Entries in Book,
Fictitious Bets,
Gaming and Betting Act Convictions,
General, LR 83 Greyhound Meeting,
Harness Meeting,
Illegal Bookmakers,
Indicate Mode of Betting,
Indicate Non-starters,
Leave Stand, Owner/Part Owner,
Leave Stand to Bet,
Liability to Bet, Minimum,
Licence Requirements,
Minimum Liability to Bet,
Misrepresentation of Principal,
Non-starters, Indication,
Obligations to Pay,
Obtain Information Off Course,
Odds, Display,
One-two Betting,
Owner of Horse, Leaving Stand,
Payment Obligations,
Person remaining in vicinity of stand,
Place & Hours of Betting,
Quinella Betting,
Record Serial Number at Top of Page,
Recording of Bets,
Registration,
Remain on Stand for 20 minutes,
Returns,
Rules and Acts, Compliance,
Send Information Off Course,
Settling Book,

LR 99- LR100
LR 94
LR 90
LR 91(a)
LR 86
LR 91(d)
AR 183
LR 91(s)
LR 97 A
LR 90(b)
LR 91(q)
LR 91(o)
LR 91(r)
LR 86
LR 95
LR 95(d)
LR 95(d)
LR 86
LR 91(e)
LR 91(f)
LR 93(b)
LR 93(c)
BR 13
LR 83 - LR 84
BR 13
LR 88
LR 91(f)
BR 12
LR 95(b)
LR 91(c)
LR 91(t)
LR 93(b)
BR 12
LR 89
LR 85
LR 91(t)
LR 91(k)
LR 91(j), LR 91 (l)
AR 7(l)
LR 91(u)
LR 91(w)
LR 91(a)
LR 95(a)
LR 91(i)
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Sports Betting,
Stand,
Starting-price/Illegal,
Suspension, Effect,
Telephone Betting,
Telephone Prohibitions On Course,
Tickets, Record Numbers,
Time to be on course,
Time to begin betting,
Treasury Book,
Unpaid Bets,
Write Tickets,
Books & Documents, Production,
Bound by Rules, Person agrees,
BR, Definition,
Branding,
Bribes,
Broken Gear, Reporting of,
C
Calendar - see Racing Calendar
Cancelled Races, Fees,
Careless Riding,
Changing Gear after Weighing,
Class A-D & 1-6,
Clearances,
Clothing, Displaying Advertising,
Club, registered Definition,
Clubs
Decisions, Final and Conclusive,
Definition,
Liability for Damages,
Power to Punish,
Registration,
Secretary Accept Entries Without Fee,
Suspension Power,
Suspensions by, Provisional Effect,
Colours,
Combine Races,
Combined Australian & Local Rules,
Combining to Obstruct or Interfere,
Commission, Definition
Committee, Definition,
Company, Definition,

LR 98
LR 87
LR 86
AR 183C
LR 97
LR 97(2)
LR 91(l)
LR 91(b)
LR 91(c)
LR 91(v)
BR 12
LR 91(l)
AR 8(b)
AR 2
LR 5
AR 16, LR 43
AR 175(b), 175(c), 89, 83(b)
AR 140(c)

AR 38
AR 137(a)
AR 118A
AR 1A
AR 59B, AR 8(i)
LR 47
AR 1
AR 4
AR 1
AR 198
AR 175, AR 175(k), 193, 196
AR 7(l), AR 11
AR 52
AR 193
AR 188, AR 193
LR 101
LR 31
AR 6(a)
AR 175(m)
LR 5
AR 1
AR 1
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Company Manager, Definition,
Conduct & Behaviour
Apprentice, Cancel Indentures,
Jockey/Apprentice,
General,
Insulting/Improper,
Rider at Start,
Conniving,
Contractor, Racing Employee,
Contravention of rules, Duty to Report,
Control & Supervision of racing,
Correct Weight
Approval,
Declaration,
Deferred,
Corrections to Entries,
Corruptly Accept/Offer to Accept Benefit,
Course telecasts,
Course Unsafe, Stewards Power,
Culpable Riding,
D
Dates, Race Meetings,
Dead-heats, Extra weight as winner,
General,
Death, of Horse,
of Nominator,
Moneys Due,
Declaration of Riders,
Deductions, Scale of Betting,
Defaulters in Bets,
Defer Suspension of Rider,
Definitions,
Delegated Powers,
Denied Fair Start,
Deputy Officials, Appointment by club,
Deputy Registrar of Racehorses, Definition
Destruction of Horse,
Detain Horse for Samples,
Determine All Questions,
General power,
Betting, Determined by Stewards,
Direction, fail to obey,
Disobedience

AR 1
LR 63
AR 83(a)
AR 7(d)(ii), AR 8(d) & (e), AR 175A
AR 8(j)
AR 8(t)
AR 175(l)
LR 82
LR 52
AR 7
AR 150
AR 150
AR 8(p)
AR 62
AR 175(b)
AR 160A - AR 160C
AR 8(q)
AR 135

AR 7(m)
AR 112(d)
AR 151-AR 153
AR 72
AR 71
AR 72
LR 35
BR 15
AR 192
LR 13
AR 1, LR 5
AR 7(o)
AR 134A
AR 8(s)
AR 1
AR 201
AR 8(k),
AR 8(f)
BR 3
AR 8(e)
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and Improper Conduct at Barrier,
AR 8(t)
and Taking Advantage,
AR 128, AR 129
Disqualification / Disqualified - see also Warned-off
Adoption,
AR 194
Breeder or Sire Nominator,
AR 186
By Clubs & Associations, Prov. Effect,
AR 188
Close Associate,
AR 182(2)
Court Order, Effect of,
AR 184
Definition,
AR 1
Disabilities, Pending Adoption by C’ttee,
AR 188
Drugged,
AR 175(h), AR 177, AR 178
Effect/Disabilities,
AR 182, AR 185, AR 190, AR 191
Engagements,
AR 65
Horses Prize,
AR 189
Horse, Disabilities,
AR 187
Horse Falsely Described,
AR 176
Horse for Interference,
AR 136(1)
Horse in Same Nomination,
AR 136(1)
Horse, Recovery,
AR 75, AR 173
Horse, name may be struck out,
AR 65
Horse, in which Owner has Interest,
AR 190
Horse, Involved in Protest,
AR 136(1)
Horse, Prohibited Substance,
AR 177
Jockey, By Race Club or Assoc., Prov. Effect,
AR 188
Jockey, General,
AR 82, AR 184
Joined in,
AR 190
Lessee, Disabilities,
AR 182(2), AR 190
Lessor,
AR 185
Lessor, Relief to Lessee,
AR 185
List,
AR 81
Notification to Principal Clubs,
AR 180
Syndicate/Synd. Member,
AR 69-1, AR 69K, AR 69N
Owner, AR 182(l), (c),
AR 182(20, AR 185, AR 190)
Person, Shall not bet with bookmaker,
AR 182A
Person, Shall not hold office,
AR 183E
Prizemoney,
AR 189
Provisional Effect,
AR 188
Publications in Calendar,
AR 181
Re-licensing,
AR 195A
Recovery of Prizemoney,
AR 173
Stay of Proceedings,
AR 200
Stay by Court,
AR 184
Syndicate Members,
AR 69-I, AR 69N
Syndicate Regns,
AR 69 (e) & (g) (i)
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Winner, Retrospective Effect,

AR 113

Distance, Incorrect,
Metric,
Minimum, 800 metres,
Document of Description,
Definition,
General,
Notify Gelding/Spayed,
Horse not correspond,
Not Produced at Meetings,
Drugs
Rider - see Riders
Horse - see Prohibited Substances
Dual Licenses

AR 139
AR 210
AR 43

E
Electric Apparatus, Use,
Eligibility,
General,
Ineligible when in Forfeit List,
Objected to,
Overseas Horses,
Proof,
Registered Horses,
Two Year Olds,
Yearlings,
Engagements, Transfer, Approval,
Enquiries - see Inquiries
Entries & Nominations - see also Nominator
Alterations and Additions,
Approval, Receipt, Rejection of
Authorised Receivers of
Closure Time,
Conditions,
Correction,
Days of Lodgment,
Defects, Correctable,
Fees,
Forms, Particulars required,
General,
Horse must be trained/stabled by licensee,
Ineligible,
Insufficient,

AR 1
AR 59, AR 59A
AR 53C
LR 43
AR 59A(a)

LR56

AR 175(hh)
AR 47, AR 63, AR 64
AR 76(b)
AR 171
AR 14
AR 8(i)
AR 14
AR 45, LR 40
AR 44
AR 79

AR 6, LR 27
AR 50, LR 27
AR 48(a)
AR 48(d)
AR 48(b)
AR 62(a), (b)
AR 48(a)
AR 163
AR 73
AR 54
AR 47 - AR 68A
AR 56A
AR 64
AR 67
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Invalid
Multiple
Persons & Entities Entitled to Enter Horses,
Procedure, Prescribed,
Refused, etc,
Refused, Trial & Veterinary Requirements,
To affect another horses weight,
Unpaid fees, Secretary may be fined,
Equipment - see Gear
Evidence,
False, Misleading, Refuse/Fail,
Executive Officer, Definition,
Expulsion of Persons,
F
Face Value, Definition,
Fail to Ride Mount to Line,
False or Misleading Evidence,
False Starts - see Starting
Farriers Supervisor,
Field limits,
Fines, General,
Firm, Definition,
Foals,
Forfeit List,
Forfeits, Definition,
Time,
Forms,
Foul Riding,
Frivolous Protest,
G
Gear
Approved for use on horses,
Blinkers approval/design,
Broken, Reporting of,
Change, of,
Dropped Before Weighing-in,
Excluded from Weight,
Horse to Trial in Race gear,
Included in Weight,
Ineffective,
Not Weighed,
Permitted/Approved,

AR 62(a)
AR 55
AR 69
AR 48(c)
AR 50, AR 53
LR 42
AR 68A
AR 52

AR 175(f),(g),(gg)
AR 1
AR 8(c)

BR 1
AR 137(b)
AR 175(g),(f),(gg)
AR 141A(f)
LR 18
LR 108
AR 1
AR 14
AR 75 - AR 77
AR 1
AR 51
AR 7(n)
AR 137(a)
AR 165

AR 140B
LR 45
AR 140(d)
AR 140B
AR 144
AR 148
LR 41(2)
AR147
AR 8(n)
AR 148
AR 140B, LR 45
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Search/Impounded by Stewards,
Unsafe,
Unsuitable,
Gelding/Spaying,
Gifts,
Give Full Opportunity,
Group and Listed Races, Approval,
Definition,
GST,
H
Handicapper
Amend weights,
Horses,
Age,
Approved gear,
Attended on course, must be,
Attendance Times on Course,
Barrier trial before first start,
Bit, must wear,
Blind,
Bridled, must be,
Careless/Neglect - Saddling/Presenting,
Entered to affect another’s weight,
Examine,
Fitness, tests,
Gelding/Spaying,
In Mounting Enclosure,
Inconsistent running,
Joined in Disqualification,
Led Away,
Neurectomy,
Notify anything affecting,
Owned by Riders,
Pregnancy,
Prohibit from Starting,
Refuse or Reject Nomination,
Remain on course half-hour,
Removed off Course/Not Produced,
Returning From Barrier,
Running Wrong Course,
Saddled & bridled,
Safety Irons, saddle must carry,
Shoes & shoeing,

AR 8(k), (ii)
AR 8(n)
AR 8(n)
AR 53 C
AR 83(b)
AR 135(b), (c)
AR 46A
AR 1

AR 111A
AR 46
AR 140B
AR 80C
AR 117, LR 46
LR 41
AR 87A
AR 64A
AR 87A
AR 140B
AR 68A
AR 8B(ii), AR 8(k)(i)
AR 64D
AR 53C
AR 124
AR 8(w)
AR 190
AR 149
AR 64B
AR 140(b)
AR 84
AR64E
AR 8(m)
LR 42
AR 117(3)
AR 8(h)
AR 127
AR 138
AR 87A(1)
AR 87A
AR 141A
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Stewards take Possession,
Substitution,
Test prohibited substances,
Time to be On Course,
Tracheostomy,
Trainer must establish identity,
Unfit, Withdrawal,
Vaccination,
Withdrawn by Vet, Disabilities,
I
Identification,
Document of Description,
Eligibility to Start,
Entry Form,
General,
Trainer must identify horse,
Improper
Behaviour/Conduct,
Conduct at Barrier,
Riding,
Incompetent Riding,
Inconsistent Running,
Incorrect Distance,
Incorrect Weights, All Runners,
Ineligible Nomination,
Injured or Ill,
Inquiries,
Committee Powers,
Evidence,
Fail/Refuse to attend,
Representation,
Stewards into conduct,
Insulting/Improper Behaviour,
Insurance, Riders Public Risk,
Interest, Definition,
Interference
Alteration of Placings, (Protest)
Careless Riding,
Involved in Offence,
J
Jockey, Definition,
Jockeys - see Riders/Apprentices
Judge

AR 8(k)(i), 8B(ii)
AR 175(e), AR 176
AR 8(j)
LR 46
AR 64C
AR 59A(c)-(d)
AR 8(u)
LR 48A
LR37

AR 59, AR 59A,
AR 59A
AR 54
AR 8(g), AR 15
AR 59A(c), (d)
AR 8(d) AR 175(j)
AR 8(t)
AR 137(a)
AR 137(a)
AR 8(w)
AR 139
AR 139
AR 64
AR 119
AR 7(c)
AR 175(f)
AR 175(f)
AR 199B
AR 8(d)
AR 175(j)
LR 54
AR 1
AR 136(2)
AR 137(a)
AR 176

AR 1
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Assistant, Definition,
Definition,
Judging
Correction of Mistake,
General,
Judge’s Decision Final,
Placings altered by Stewards,
K, L
Laboratory, Definition,
Late Declaration of Rider,
Late Withdrawals - see Withdrawals
Lease, Definitions,
Leases,
Lessee Disqualified,
Lessees, Nominations,
Lessees, Waiver of Disabilities,
Lessor Disqualified, Relief,
Legal Representation,
Licence, Definition,
Terms & Conditions, Suspend/Vary/Revoke,
Licensed Person
Bet with non-licensed operator,
Definition,
Report suspected rule breaches,
Licensed Racecourse, Definition,
Licensing, General,
Local Rules,
Application,
Definition,
Make, Vary and Rescind,
Validity,
LR, Definition,
M
Maiden, Definition,
Manager, Registered, Definition,
Managers, Powers,
Merits, Horse to run on,
Meeting, Registered, Definition,
Member, Definition,
Metropolitan Area, Definition,
Misconduct/Misbehaviour - see Conduct
Month, Definition,

AR 1
AR 1
AR 156, LR 50
AR 154 to AR 157, LR 50
AR 156, LR 50
AR 156, LR 50

AR 1
LR 35(2)
AR 1
AR 32-34
AR 182(2), AR 190
AR 48(b)
AR 53
AR 185
AR 199B
AR 1
AR 7(b)
LR 83A
AR 1
LR 52
LR 5
AR 7(b), LR 51 - LR 53
LR 1- LR 4
AR 1
AR 7(i)
AR 6(a)
LR 5

AR 1
AR1
AR 57
AR 135(a), (c)
AR 1
AR 1
AR 1, LR 5
AR 1
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Movable running rail,
N
Names,
Negligence
Committee power to punish,
Stewards power to punish,
New Rules,
New Zealand Racing Conference, Status,
Nominations - see Entries
Nominator
Authorised,
Definition,
in Forfeit List, Horse Entered,
Minimum Age,
Name,
Non-acceptance Time,
Notices,
O
Objections,
Authorised Objectors,
By Stewards & Starter,
Deadlines,
Stewards Power to Determine,
Frivolous,
General,
Grounds,
Grounds Not Elsewhere Nominated,
Handicapping Penalties During Inquiry,
Interference, How Decided,
Method for making,
Misdescription, Grounds of,
Prizemoney Withheld,
Protest, Interference,
Public Notification,
Qualification of Horse,
Reasonable Correctable Entry Defects,
To Whom Made,
Upheld, Alteration of Placings,
Withdrawal,
Offences,
Offer Information, Consideration/Connive,
Official Barrier Trial, Definition,

LR 18(2)

AR 18, AR 19, AR 20, AR 21
AR 7(d)(ii)
AR 8(e)
AR 215
AR 80

AR 48(b)
AR 1
AR 77
AR 49
AR 68
AR 51
AR 202-207

AR 136(2), AR 161- AR 174
AR 161, AR 164, AR 165(d)
AR 164
AR 165, AR 166, AR 167
AR 8(f)
AR 165(3)
AR 136(2), AR 161 - AR174
AR 165 - AR 166
AR 167
AR 175
AR 136(2)
AR 161, AR 165
AR 162
AR 171, AR 172, AR 173
AR 136(2)
AR 169
AR 171
AR 163
AR 161, AR 165(1)
AR 136(2), AR 168
AR 170
AR 175
AR 175(i)
LR 5
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Official Racing Laboratory, Definition,
Officials
Appointment,
Assistants,
Authorised to Approve Correct Weight,
Conduct and Behaviour,
Corruptly Accept/Offer to Accept Benefit,
Definition of Official,
Delegate to Approve Postponements,
Deputies & Assistants,
Misconduct,
Negligence,
Pecuniary Interest,
Penalties Imposed, Liability for Damages,
Refuse to Attend Inquiries and Appeals,
Removal and Substitution,
Substitute,
Overdue Moneys (Forfeits), Definition,
Overseas Horse,
Overweight,
Jockey,
Approved,
Owners / Ownership - see also Registration
Age, Minimum to Enter Horse,
Change After Entry,
Change of,
Combined,
Corruptly Accept/Offer Benefit,
Owner Deceased,
Disqualified, Horses Entered,
Falsely Describe Horse, etc,
Joint Owners,
Misrepresentation/Mislead/Fail to disclose,
Name on Entry,
Offer Information, Consideration/Connive,
Refuse to Attend Inquiries and Appeals,
Registration,
Report Matters Affecting Performance,

AR 1
AR 8(s)
AR 8(s)
AR 150
AR 8(d)
AR 175(c)
LR 5
AR 38
AR 8(s)
AR 7(d)(ii), AR 8(d),(e)
AR 7(d)(ii)
AR 39
AR 198
AR 175(f)
AR 8(r)
AR 8(r)
AR 1
AR 14, AR 26(a), AR 60, AR 112(b)
AR 145
AR 120
AR 49
AR 58
AR 58
AR 69(c)
AR 175(c)
AR 71
AR 175(d)
AR 175(e)
AR 57
AR 56B
AR 48(b)
AR 175(i)
AR 175(f)
AR 7(l)
AR 140(a), (c)

P
Papers, Horse - See Document of Description
Partnerships,
Pay-up Time, Definition,

AR 69(a), (c)
LR 5
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Penalties - see Weight or Punishments
Performance
Report Matters Affecting,
AR 140(a), (b), (c)
Permission to Ride,
AR 81
Person, Definition,
AR 1
Persons Authorised to Communicate/Contact Riders,
AR 123
Persons or Entities, Entitled to Enter Horses,
AR 69
Photo Finish, Bet on
LR 90(c)
Photos of races, Exhibition,
AR 160A
Place-Only Bets,
BR 18
Plates and Tips,
AR 141A
Ponies,
AR 23
Positive Swab - see Prohibited Substances
Postpone Races/Meetings
Committee may,
AR 38
Stewards may,
AR 8(q)
Withdrawals, AR 51
Prejudice Conduct of Meeting,
AR 175(m), LR 17
Pre-race Exhibition of Runners (Preliminary),
AR 125
Press, Attendance,
LR 14
Principal Club
Definition,
AR 1
Powers,
AR 7
Prize
Definition,
AR 1
Prizemoney
All Prizes must be Advertised,
AR 37
Bonus to Disqualified Breeder,
AR 186
Bonus to Disq. Sire Nominator,
AR 186
Deadheats,
AR151-AR 153, AR 112(d)
Placing not Filled, Disposal,
AR 160
Prize, Definition,
AR 1
Recovery from recipient,
AR 173
Rider’s Percentage,
LR 72
Stakes & Forfeits, Club’s Responsibilities,
AR 74
Trainer’s Percentage,
LR 72
Walk-overs,
AR 159, AR 160
Withheld Pending Inquiry,
AR 171, AR 172
Won, Calculation,
AR 112
Won Overseas, Calculation,
AR 112(f)
Programmes, Advertising of,
LR 20
Approval,
AR 36, LR 19
Unrestricted Clubs,
AR 12, AR 13
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Prohibited from Starting,
Prohibited Substances
Administer,
Definition,
Detection and notification,
Disqualify horse,
Excepted levels of certain substances,
Forbidden on Course,
General,
Horse brought to course,
Horse Detained for Samples,
Metabolites and Artifacts, Evidence,
Samples, Authorisation,
Substances declared as prohibited,
Syringe, etc, prohibited on course,
Trial or test,
Promoter, Definition,
Protests - (main rule),
see also Objections
Publication of Days,
Punishments,
Affirmed, Adopted, Confirmed,
Annual & Mitigate,
Appeals,
Appeals, Stay of Proceedings,
Clubs & Officials, Liability for Damages,
Clubs, Adopt Disqualifications & Suspensions,
Clubs, Powers, AR 175, AR 193
Clubs, Suspensions & Disqualifications, Effect,
Committees Power,
Damages, Claims re Penalties,
Definition,
Definition,
Entries Refused & Rejected,
Evidence of Penalty,
General,
Notification to Principal Club,
Overseas,
Publication,
Publish,
Range of,
Stewards Powers,
Q
Questions Arising,

AR 8(m)
AR 175(h)
AR 1
AR 178D
AR 177
AR 178C
AR 178A
AR 177 - AR 178
AR 178
AR 8(k), (l)
AR 117B
AR 8(j)
AR 178B
AR 178A
AR 177A
AR 1
AR 136(2)
AR 48(a)
AR 7(f)
AR 7(h)
AR 199 - AR 200, LR 106
AR 200
AR 198
AR 194
AR 188
AR 7(d), AR 7(e)
AR 197
AR 1
AR 1
AR 53
AR 179
AR 179 - AR 200
AR 195
AR 7(f)
AR 8(x)
AR 7(j)
AR 196
AR 8(d), AR 175, AR 193
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Determination,
Betting, Determined by Stewards,
R
Race Conditions
No Provision for Penalty for 2nd etc.,
Race Dates,
Race Days, Publication,
Race, Definition,
Race Fields
Alteration to Weights/Entries,
Divide/Abandon, etc,
General,
Race Meeting, Definition,
Race Meetings,
Arrangements & Rearrangements,
Duration,
Exemption from Rules,
Persons Prejudicing Conduct of,
Status when transferred,
Racecourse - see also Licensed Racecourse
Definition,
Access by Stewards,
Races,
Abandon, Divide, etc,
Combine,
Division, Procedure,
Exemption from Rules,
Horse balloted, Refund,
Minimum Distance,
Postpone, Stewards power to,
Racing Calendar, Definition,
Racing Employee Contractor,
Recording,
Re-run and Void Races,
Scratchings,
Rebranding,
Refuse
Attend Inquiries and Appeals,
Enter Stalls,
Obey Direction,
Registered, Definition,
Registered Manager, Definition,
Registrar of Racehorses, Definition,

AR 8(f)
BR 3

AR 107
AR 7
AR 48(a)
AR 1
LR 27
LR 30-33
LR 24 - LR 25
AR 1
AR 35 - AR 46A
AR 8(a)
AR 10,
AR 35
LR 17
AR 36A
LR 5
AR 8(c)
LR 30 - LR 33
LR 31
AR 42, LR 32
AR 35
LR 33
AR 43
AR 8(q)
LR 5
LR 82
LR 15A
AR 139
AR 116
LR 43
AR 175(f)
AR 131
AR 8 (e)
AR 1
AR 1
AR 1
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Registration of Clubs/Meetings,
AR 11 - AR 13
Registration of Horses,
AR 14 - AR 27
Application,
AR 15
Branding Requirement,
AR 16
Certificate - see Document of Description
Conditions,
AR 24
Defects, Correctable,
AR 163
Document of Description - see Document of Description
Deputy Registrar, Approvals,
AR 25
Duplicate Certificate,
AR 27
Duplicate Names,
AR 19
Fees,
AR 24
General,
AR 7(l)
Hacks,
AR 23
Imported Horses, Names,
AR 19
Incorrect Information,
AR 17
Leases - see Leases
Names,
AR 18, AR 19, AR 20, AR 21
Overseas Horses, Breeding,
AR 26(a)
Overseas Horses, Identification,
AR 26(b)
Ponies,
AR 23
Powers of Deputy Registrars,
AR 24
Powers of Registrar,
AR 24
Registered Before Entry,
AR 14
Registered Overseas Before Entry,
AR 14
Rules,
AR 23
Stud Book Restriction,
AR 15A
Transfer, Bona Fide,
AR 22
Transfer Fees,
AR 24
Transfer of Engagements,
AR 79
Transfer on Sale,
AR 79
Transfer, Start Pending,
AR 22
Transfers,
AR 22, AR 24
Transfers by Deputy Registrar,
AR 25
Undesirable Names,
AR 18
Relegation,
AR 136(2)
Replay of Videos and Films,
AR 160A
Report Rule Breaches,
LR 52
Representation at inquiries,
AR 199B
Restricted Race Conditions, Definition,
AR 1
Restricted Races, Eligibility,
AR 1A
Retainers,
AR 97 - AR 100
Ride Horse out to finish,
AR 137(b)
Riders Agent, Definition
AR 1
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General,
Riders - see also Jockeys/Apprentices
Accept two rides in one race,
Accept overweight ride,
Agent,
Approved/Amateur,
Betting,
Betting Ring, Presence,
Body Protectors,
Bookmakers/Agents, not eligible,
Careless, Improper Riding etc,
Clearance,
Communication/Contact,
Conduct, AR 83(a) - see also Conduct
Corruptly Accept/Offer Benefit,
Declaration of,
Defer suspension,
Disabled, Weighing-in,
Disobedience at Barrier,
Disqualified, Licence Ceases
Disqualified/Suspended, Relicensing,
Dress,
Dropped Equipment,
Drugs/Alcohol, must agree to tests,
Drugs/Alcohol, power to test,
Drugs/Alcohol, provisions,
Drugs/Alcohol, irregularity, stand down,
Eligibility to Ride,
Engagement disputed/claimed,
Equipment/Apparel, approved,
Excessive Weight in Race,
Fail/Refuse Medical Assessment,
Fail to fulfil engagement,
Fail to Weigh-in,
Fees,
Footwear,
General,
Improper Conduct at Barrier,
Insurance, Public Risk,
Jockey, Definition,
Leaving Jockeys’ Room,
Licensing after Punishment,
Licensing,
Licensing,

AR 85A
AR 8(e)
AR 120(b)
AR 1, AR 85A, LR71A
LR 75 - LR 76
AR 83(c)
LR 61
AR 87B-D
LR 54
AR 137(a)
AR 59B
AR 123
AR 175(c)
LR 35
LR13
AR 142
AR 8(t), AR 128 - 129
AR 82
AR 195A
AR 86
AR 144
AR 81A
AR 8(jj)
AR 81A
AR 81AA
AR 81
LR 73
AR 86A
AR 145
LR 59(3)
AR 85B and LR 61
AR 144
AR 90, LR 72 - LR 73
AR 86B,
AR 81 - AR 90, LR 54 - LR 61
AR 8(t)
LR 54
AR 1
AR 122
AR 195A
AR 7(b), LR 54, LR 55
AR 7(b)
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Medical assessment,
Misconduct, see also Conduct
Mounting Procedure,
Must complete apprenticeship,
Offer Info., Consideration/Connive at,
Ordered Down and Substituted,
Overweight, Accept Ride,
Overweight, Permission to Ride,
Overweight, Return to Scale,
Owning Horses,
Present in betting ring,
Prizemoney, Disqualified Mount,
Prizemoney, % Entitlement,
Public Liability Insurance,
Registration,
Relicensing,
Saddlecloth, responsibility of rider,
Safety irons in training,
Skull caps,
Skull caps, Properly affixed,
Spurs, Blunt,
Spurs, Excessive/Improper use,
Stirrups, length,
Substituted,
Taking Advantage at Barrier,
Time to be in Room,
Touching before Weighing-in,
Visiting from overseas, conditions,
Whips, Excessive/Improper Use,
Whips, Specifications,
Winning %, Disqualified Mount,
Riding Fees,
Riding Offences,
Rules,
Amendments, Method,
Application of Aust. Rules,
Application to Races,
Breaches, Reporting,
Exemptions for Meetings,
Exemptions for Races,
Interpretation,
Last Day for Action,
Operative Date,
Persons Bound,

LR 59
AR 83(a)
AR 122
LR 55
AR 175(i)
AR 8(l), AR 8(t)
AR 120(b)
AR 120(a)
AR 145
AR 84
LR 61
AR 189
LR 72
LR 54
AR 7(l)
AR 195A
LR 57
AR 87A
AR 87, AR 87AA
LR 58
AR88
AR 137B
AR 8(o)
AR 8(l), AR 8(t), AR 119
AR 128
LR 56
AR 144
AR 81(3)
AR 137A
AR 137AA
AR 189
AR 90, LR 72 - LR 73
AR 135, AR 137, AR 137A,
AR 208
AR 2 - AR 6
AR 6(a)
LR 52
AR 35
AR 35
AR 1
AR 3
AR 5
AR 2, AR 69L
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Previous, Savings,
Principal Clubs Rules,
Repeal/Alteration/Addition,
The, Definition,
These, Definition,
Where No Provision,
Run on Merits,
Running & Handling,
Running,
Committee Power,
General,
Inconsistent,
Unsatisfactory,
Wrong Course,
S
Saddlecloth, Horse shall carry,
Not included in weight,
Riders responsibility,
Sale, Includes gift, etc,
Sale With Engagements,
Samples for Analysis,
Scale of betting deductions,
Scratching - see Withdrawals
Search People,
Search Premises,
Secretary’s Report,
Shoes & Shoeing,
Short Weight,
Skull Caps,
Specifications,
Not included in weight,
Special Conditions Race, Definition,
Special Event,
Sports Betting,
Spurs,
Excessive and Improper Use,
Stable Returns
Lodgment time,
Particulars Required,
Stablehand
Banned substance and testing,
Competent to ride trackwork,
Display identity card,

AR 5
AR 6(a)(ii)
AR 7(i), AR 208-215
AR 1
AR 1
AR 6(c)
AR 135(a), (c)
AR 135
AR 8(c)
AR135 - 141A
AR 8(w)
AR 8(v)
AR 138

AR 141,
AR 148
LR 57
AR 78
AR 78 - AR 79
AR 8(k) (i), AR 8 (j)
BR 15
AR 8(k), AR 8B
AR 8B
AR 40
AR 141A, AR 8(n)
AR 143
AR 87
AR 148
AR 1
LR 38
LR 98
AR 88
AR 137B
LR 39
AR 56
LR 82A
LR 82(6)
LR 82(8)
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General,
References,
Rider/Non rider,
Suspended,
Tamper with,
Stables, Illegal Entry by Licensee,
Stakes and Forfeits,
Stakes, Withdrawal,
Starters Orders, Definition,
Starting
Ahead of Starting Point,
Barrier Positions, Unruly Horses,
Defer Start, Stewards power to
Delay, Rider Disobedience,
General,
Horse Delaying Start,
Horse denied fair start,
Horse Unfit,
Non-Starter,
Order of Placing In Barrier,
Riderless on jumping,
Starter’s Decision Final,
Starter’s Orders, Definition,
Starter’s Power to Object,
Starting Price, Definition,
Stay of Proceedings,
Stewards
Appointment,
Assistant, Appointment,
Betting dispute powers,
Chairman of Stewards of CRCI,
Decisions Final & Conclusive,
Definition,
Deputies, Powers,
Deputy, Appointment,
Determine all questions/objections,
Duration of Powers,
Enter/control - lands/grounds, etc,
Expel/exclude persons,
Inquire into any matter,
Inquire into a certain matter,
Inquire into Conduct,
Jurisdiction,
Make/Alter/Vary Conduct of Meeting,

AR 93 - AR 96, LR 82
LR 82(5)
LR 82(7)
AR 183D
AR 96
LR 16
AR 72 - AR 74
AR 66
BR 1
AR 132
AR 130-131
AR 8(p)
AR 129
AR 124 to AR 134A
AR 8(u)
AR 134A
AR 8(u)
AR 134A
AR 126, AR 128
AR 134A
AR 134
BR 1
AR 164
BR 1
AR 184, AR 200
LR 10
LR 10(3)
LR 12(4), BR 3
LR 12(5)
AR 4
AR 1
AR 9
LR 10(2)
AR 8(f), BR 3
AR 10
AR 8 (c)
AR 8(c)
AR 10
LR 12(6)
AR 8(d)
LR 10 (4), LR 12(1)
AR 8(a)
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Order Examination of Horse,
Order withdrawal of horse,
Order test for Prohibited substance,
Power of Majority,
Power to Punish,
Powers, Additional, Conferred by C’ttee,
Powers, Betting,
Powers, General,
Prohibit horse from starting,
Referrals from Committee,
Regulate/Control/Inquire into Conduct,
Stewards Reports,
Sole, Powers,
Take possession of Books/documents,
Take Possession of horses,
Use of detection dog,
Voting,
Stirrups, Length,
Stud Book,
Stud, Definition,
Stud Syndicates,
Subcommittees, Delegation of C’ttee Powers,
Substitute Rider,
Sunday/Holiday, act done on,
Suspect contravention of rules, duty to report,
Suspension/Suspend
Adoption by Other Clubs & Stewards,
Bookmaker, Effect,
By Club/Association, Provisional Effect,
Committee power,
Court Order, Effect of,
Definition,
Effect upon Licences,
Effect of court proceedings,
Licences,
Power of Stewards to suspend,
Publication,
Re-licensing,
Rider, Defer penalty,
Rider, Effect,
Stablehand, Effect,
Stay by Committee,
Stay by Court,
Trainer, Effect,

AR 8(g)
AR 8(u)
AR 8(e)
AR 9
AR 8(e)
AR 8(y)
LR 12(4), BR 3
AR 8, 10, 175, 175A, LR 12-17
AR 8(m)
AR 7(c)
AR 8(d)
AR 41
AR 12(3)
AR 8(b)
AR 8B, AR 8(k)(i)
LR 12A
AR 9, LR 10(3), LR 12(2)
AR 8(o)
AR 15A - 15B
AR 1
AR 69A(d)
AR 7(p)
AR 8(l)
AR 3
LR 52
AR 194
AR 183C
AR 188
AR 7(b)
AR 184
AR 1
AR 183A - AR 183D
AR 184
AR 7(b)
AR 193
AR 180, AR 181
AR 195A
LR 13
AR 183 A
AR 183D
AR 200
AR 184
AR 183B
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Transmitted to Principal Clubs,
Vary or Revoke Licences,
Sweepstakes, Definition,
Syndicate,
Syringes, etc, prohibited on course,
T
Telegram,
Telephone Betting,
Telephones
Bookmakers/Agents prohibitions,
General Prohibitions,
Power to impound,
The Rules, Definition,
These Rules, Definition,
Trainers
Absent/Delegate,
Bet non-licensed operator,
Clearance,
Disqualified, Relicensing,
Disqualified, Stay by Committee,
Disqualified, Stay by Court,
Disqualified, Transfer of Horses,
Employees, competent to ride trackwork,
Employees, Registration,
General,
Insurance, Proof required,
Licensing,
Notify change of,
Owner-Trainers,
Percentage of Prizemoney,
Person illegally enter trainers’ stables,
Permission to use facilities,
Re-licensing after Punishment,
Responsible at all times,
Stable horse correctly,
Suspended, Transfer of Horses,
Suspension, Effect,
Visiting, General,
Trial - see Official Barrier Trial, Definition,
Trustees, Definition,
Two-year-olds, Restrictions on Racing,
U
Unauthorised Race Meeting,

AR 180, AR 181
AR 7(b)
LR 5
AR 69 - AR 69P
AR 178A
AR 207
LR 97
LR 97(2)
AR 160B
AR 160C
AR 1
AR 1
AR 80B, LR 78 - LR 79
LR 83A
AR 59B
AR 195A
AR 200
AR 184
AR 191
LR 82(6)
LR 82
R 80 - AR 80C, LR 77 - LR 82
LR 80 (1)
AR 7(b)
AR 58
LR 77
LR 72 (2) & (3)
LR 16
LR 80 (2)
AR 195A
AR80B, LR 78 - LR 79
LR 81
AR 191
AR 183B, AR 184, AR 188
AR 80, AR 80A, AR 80B
LR 5
AR 1
AR 45, LR 40

AR 6(b),
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Unfit, Horse, Withdrawal,
Unruly Horses,
Unseemly Behaviour,
see also Conduct
V
Vaccination,
Veterinary Fitness, Withdrawals,
Visiting Riders, Conditions,
Visiting Trainers,
Void Races, One entry,
Stewards powers,
Void Starts, Withdrawals,
W
Walk-overs,
Warned off - see also Disqualification
Definition,
C.R.C Power to warn off,
Effect,
Weighing
see Weighing-in/Weighing-out/Weight
Weighing-in
Allowance for Bridle,
Deferred,
Disabled Rider,
Gear Excluded,
Gear Included,
General,
Equipment Dropped by Rider,
Light,
Overweight, Return to Scale,
Requirements,
Rider Not Weighed,
Rider or Gear Touched Before,
Riders, Responsibilities,
Saddlecloth,
Shortage,
Weighing-out
Accept overweight ride,
Allowances, rider must notify,
Deferred,
Dues Prepaid,
Gear Excluded,

AR 8(u)
AR 130 - AR131
AR 8(d)

LR 48A
LR 37
AR 81(3)
AR 80A
AR 67
AR 139
AR 133

AR 158 - AR 160
AR 1
AR 7A, LR 6
AR 182

AR 143
AR 8(p)
AR 142
AR 148
AR 147
AR 142 - AR 150
AR 144
AR 143
AR 145
AR 142
AR 144
AR 123(b)
AR 142
AR 141, LR 57
AR 143
AR 120(b)
AR 121
AR 8(p)
AR 73(1)
AR 148
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Gear Included,
General,
Overweight Declared,
Penalties Notified,
Rider or Gear Touched Subsequently,
Saddlecloth,
Time,
Weight - see also Weighing-in/Weight-out
Accept overweight ride,
Allowances, Person Responsible,
Alter/Amend,
Carried, Person Responsible,
Conditions, No Penalty for 2nd, etc.,
Correction when under Starter’s Orders,
Declaration Time,
Fractions, Account Taken,
In Metric,
Jumping/Flat Penalties not Transferred,
Minimum Carried,
Minimum to be imposed,
No Allowance for Losing,
Penalties, Person Responsible,
Penalties & Allowances, General,
Penalties and Allowances, Notifications,
Penalties, Dead-heats,
Penalties, Nominator’s Responsibilities,
Penalties not Cumulative,
Penalties Pending Objection,
Return to Scale Overweight,
Raising,
Special Conditions Races,
Unaffected by Match & Private Races,
Weight-For-Age,
Whips
Excessive and Improper Use,
Specifications,
Withdrawals
Avoid delay, Stewards’ power,
False start/Void race,
General,
Horse unfit, Stewards’ power,
Late,
Late, Scale of Deductions,
Late, Embargoes,

AR 147
AR 118 - AR 123
AR 120(b)
AR 121
AR 123(b)
AR 141
AR 118
AR 120(b)
AR121
AR 36B, AR 111A, LR 27
AR 121
AR 107
AR 127
AR 111
AR 118
AR 210
AR 110
AR 103
LR 25
AR 106
AR 121
AR 103 - AR 113
AR 121
AR 112 (d) - (e)
AR 121
AR 109
AR 174
AR 145
LR 26
AR 106
AR 108
AR 105 - AR 104
AR 137A
AR 137AA
AR 8(u)
AR 133
AR 114 - AR 117, LR 36 - LR 38
AR 8(u)
AR 114(c)
BR 15
LR 37
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Method,
On Transfer,
Postponed Meeting,
Re-run Races,
Special Event,
Telegram,
Time, General,
Times for scratching in ACT,
Void on Postponement,
Words, Imported Meanings
Definition,
X, Y, Z
Yearlings
Entry,
Shall Not Run,

AR 114(a), (b)
AR 79(b)
AR 51
AR 116
LR 38
AR 207
AR 51, AR 114(a), AR 115, LR 36
LR 36
AR 115
AR 1, LR 5

AR 14
AR 44
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